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Understandings of chemical bonds at smfaces me fw1dam ental to inH•s tigations of surface chemical proct'sses including those that arc of tec hnolog ical
importance such as catalytic react ions and surface etching. For (•xrunpl , a
deeper und erstanding of bonds bet"·ccu alien mol e('u]e. ami a ·urface , i.e.,
chemisorption bonds, is expet:t,cd to providr considerable in sights into adsorption (sticking) and desorptio11 processes, which are among tl1<~ most in• p orlant elem entary processes composing surface cbemi cnl rcactious. Also, it
is essential fDT underst<Ulcling, controllin g and designing rtching processes to
clmify how adsorption of atoms or molecules affects chemical bonds between
substrate atoms.
In th is thesis, we investigate a few typical chemiso rption systems ranging from metallic to semiconductor surfaces with emphases on properties of
chemical bonds at surfaces. We employ the state-of-the-art first-prin ciples
calculational scheme based upon the density functional theory (DFT) [1, 2]
combined with the local density approximation (LDA) [3], which has d monstrated its ability to reproduce and predict a var'iety of physical properties
of a wide range of materials. A major part of recent DFT-LDA calcu lat ions
for surfaces are characterized by the followin g two features: (1) A slab (or
film) extended two-dimensionally infinitely is used to model a surface system
rather than a small cluster. (2) A plane wave basis set is used to expand
wavefunctions, in contrast. to previous calculations in which wavefunctions
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,u·c usually described in the form of linear combinations of atomic orbitals
(LCAO). Though the usc of both a slab and a plane "·a,·e basis set greatly
contributes t.o improved accnracies of a leu lations. at the s;u11c time it has
been i\ major obstacle in fully understanding surface chemical bonds. This
is originated iJl the fact that a chemical bond is a spatially local concept ,
whereas both a slab a.nd a plane wave basis set. are characterized by extended
(delocalizcd) nalu re.
One of Lhe main obj ctives of the present thesis is lhe development of a
method of gaining a. cl1cmical view from such state-of-the-art calculations.
Our chemical ana.lysis scheme is in the sprrit; of that developed by Mulliken
[4], which has been widely used in quantum chemical calculations for (isolated) mole ·ules as well as small clusters to represent surface systems. In
ord~'r to illustrate }:! ullikcn 's analysis br i~fiy. let us consider the simplest
cas<~ of th • hydrogen molecule her . Suppose that a molecular orbital, ·r/J , is
writl ·n in tlw form of <tlinear c:ombinatiou of the 1s atomic orbitals of each
of the two hydrogen atoms (ca llel the atoms 1 and 2 here). \I and \ 2. as
(1.1)

where AI and A. 2 are assum.ecl to be uormalized. The orbital v should be
norma lized o tluLl

Jll/•l

2

dT

= 1 = ci + C~ + 2CtC·;512·

(1.2)

where S 12 is th overlap integral bet,ween \ 1 and \2, which can be taken t,o
be positive. The first (second) term in the right hand sid e of Eq. (1.2) can
b considered to represent the number of elect rons which belong to the atom
1(2) and is called the "net popul ation" of the atom 1(2), while the t lurd
term corresponds to the number of electrons that can be assigned to the
bonding region between the two atoms and is called the overlap populat,ion.
A positive (n gative) overlap population implies that the molecular orbital 7/J
has bonding (anti-bonding) character for the bond, as an be easily imagined
from a simple molecular orbital theory which indicates that the (lowest-lying)
bonding and anti-bonding orbitals of the hydrogen molecule are proportional
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to ;._ 1 + \ 2 and \ 1 - \ 2 . respe tively. T his idea is also applicable tu a larger
molecule to discuss how each of its molecular orbital cout ribute to the
specific bond of iuterest.
For such an extended system as represented by a slab, how<',·cr , the population ;mal ·sis becomes quite complicated, brrause such a system usually
hns as its eigenstates a great (or i11finite in principle) number of spatially
extended orbitals that. contribu te to the particular chemical bond of in tercst ,
with small contributions from each of those orbitals. Hoffman n ct al. came
up with the overlap population weighted density of states to be used for a
simple analysis [5]. They call it the COOP curve, which is an abbreviation
of the crystal orbital overlap population curve. Consider ;ul orbital that i.
delocalizecl over L atoms, where Lis large, but that till contributes to the
chemical bond of interest.. The overlap population with re peel to the bond ,
that can be a measurr of the contribution from this orbital to I he bond , is
then proportional to 1/ L , which is very sma.ll. T he m1mher of sud1 orbitals,
however , is proportional to L, so that. the density of states " ·eight.ed by such
overlap populations assumes finit values. The COOP c1u·n:· often provid ·s
a simple picture of a dtemical bollCl in an extended system.
Our analysis scheme wltich will be described in the present thesis has a
fmth er advantage of being applicable to calcu lat ions in terms of plane waYe
basis sets. One of the major disadvantages invoh·ed in th e use of plauc wRve
basis sets is that one cannot readily ext ract chemical (aud thus local) insights
from wavefunctions expressed in terms of completely delocalizccl plane wa,· s.
T his is at least one of the reasons why chemists still stick to LCAO-typc
calculations, for which well-established chemical analysis schemes such as
Mulliken's population analysis and Hoffmann's COOP curve can be used
straightforwardly. Now that calcula ions with plane wave basis sets have
met with remarkable success, it is obvious that a chemical analysis scheme
that is applicable to such calculations is in order.
In Chapter 2, we give a brief review of some of the methodologies upon
wh ich our first-principles elect ronic structure calculations are based. namely,
the DFT-LDA scheme [1 , 2, 3], the ab initio pseudopotential teclmique com-
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bined with the pl~ue wave basis set [6], and the slab model to represent a
surface systt'lll. The OFT-LO.-\ scheme ha~ been quite sncccssful in qnantitatiwly rrprodncing and predicting 1·arious properties of a Yariety of systems.
Furthermore, it helps reduce computational costs greatly as compared to conYcntional quantum chemical calculational schemes such as the Hartree-Fock
method. In the ps udopotential technique. the nuclcu and core electrons
of ach atom in the system are replaced b~· a pseuclopotential and only the
vale ucc lr•ctroJJS arc explicitly treated . Calculations with pscudopotentials
are acl,·anta.gcons ove r all-electron calcu latious (in which the core electrons
arc also explicitly treated) for several reasons that will be described later .
On~ of th • reason. is that the usc of pseudopotentials allows expansions of
one-elcctrou wavefnn tions with a moderate number of plane waYes [1] , thus
enabling the usc of tl1c plane 1n1.w basis s t. By using it. one can readily
improve l h accuracy of au electronic structure calculation in contrast to
the L ·AO-t ·pc basis sets. The slab model i superior to the cluster model
not just because the fanner represents the ;urface more realistically than the
latter but al8o because the fanner all ws a fast con1·ergency of calculated
quaJttiti<'s with rcsp •ct to the number of layer in the slab. In this chapter we will al o explain in more details the com·ent ional population ana lysis
~chcmcs dc&tribed briefly abo1·e. Finally, a newl~·- deYclopcd analysis scheme
app licable to calc ulations with plane waYe basis sets 11·ill be described [8].
In Chart r 3, we di cuss the mechani m of the bonding of CO to Pt(lll)
surface [8]. CO molecules chemisorbed on transition metal surfaces are
among the most extensiYely stud ied ystems in surfa ·e science, partly because they often exhibit catalytic reactivities. The bonding of CO to transition metal surfaces has been understood in terms of the Blyholder model [9],
which is i11 the spirit of the frontier orbital theory in that only the HOMO
and LUl\ 10 of the mol ule , namely the 5a and 21r orbitals, are involved in
the bonding. In this model the bonding is considered to be derived from two
contributions: th e 50' donation and 27f backdonation. These are the effects of
the interaction of the corresponding molecular orbitals with the metal bands,
where th e 5ll orbital, which is completely filled in the gas phase, becomes
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partiall~· empty, while the originally empt.1· 21r orbita ls b<'comc partially fill ed.
.Although the Blyholder model bas been 11·idely acccptt'd because of its simple and lucid way of de cribing the bonding mechanism , S<',.<'ral. tudics. both
experimentally [10, 11, 12] and theoretically [13, H], pointed out deficicncies of the model. For instance, a semi-empirical ext('ndcd Hiickcl cal ul ation for CO/Pt(lll) suggested that the 4a orbital cou ll also contribute to
the bonding [13]. Re ·t'ntly, X-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) , tudies for
CO/Ni(lll) by Ni lsson et al. indicated the existence of stat •s localized on
one of the atoms composing CO , and they argued that an atomi -orbital based picture is needed to describe the bonding of CO to the. urfacc rather
than a molecular-orbital-based one like the Dlyholder mod el. We reexamiue
the ad quacy of the Blyholder model by means of the state-of-the-art fir tprinciples calcu lat ions combined with the new population analysis scheme
introduced iu Chap. 2. As a rcsull of the population analysis, the 4ll and
l7r orbitals of CO are found to be completely filled, showiug that they do
not play a role in the bonding of CO to the su rface. On thc ot her hand ,
the calculated populations of the 5a and 27f orbitals indicate that then• are
substant ial 5a donation and 21r barkdonation. T hese results d<:'finitcly ~bo11·
that the !3lyholder model allows an accurate and at the sall1c time simp!<'
description of th e chemisorption mechanism, i11 spit of the fact that a part
of the one-electron states arc localized on one of th tttoms of CO as a result
of rchybriclization of some of the molecu lar orbitals of CO upon adsorption.

ln Chapter 4, we study the X/Si(100) surf>tces with X representing H, Cl,
Br or I. An emphasis is laid on the strength of the Si-Si backbonds in the
presence of the different adsorbates, since their clea.vages result in etching of
the Si substrate, which plays an essential role in the device manufacturing
technology. In fact , some of these surfaces hm·e be n reported to be susceptible to etching. Thermal desorption studies for Cl/Si(100) [15, 16 , 17]
and Br/Si(lOO) [18, 19] showed that the dihalide species (SiC l·1 and Si8r2)
were among the main products. In contrast , it wa~ shown that for H/Si (lOO)
almost all the adsorbed hydrogens are thermally desorbed as H2 molecules
and desorption of silicon hydride species was rarely observed [20 , 21]. For
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I/S i( 100) , telling does not proceed efficiently either. the macu products being
1 atoms [18]. We address the quest ion as to why such etching processes (i.e. ,
desorptcon of si li con-containing compounds) ar promoted by the adsorption
of Cl and Br but not by that of H and I by means of the DFT-LD.-\ electronic
struct ure cakulation and Lhe population analysis scheme described en Chap.
2. We consider two kinds of surf<1 ces invoh 'ing SiX2 species on them , both
of which can be intermediate states of the etch ing process. Based on the
c;).]cul ated desorption energies of the SiX2 units for each type of the surfaces,
we argue that they are determined by \0\"0 factors, namely. a weakenin g of
the back bond induced by th e presen ce of th e adsorbates and destabilization
of th e surface struct ure clue to the interatomic repu lsions b tween the adsorbates. It is shown th at such a pccture can consisten tly explain the available
t;ltPrmal desorption dat a. The popul ation analvsis indicates th at the bond
dtargc of the backboliCls is redu ced significant! ·by the pre euce of some of the
adsorbates und er consid eration , which can be considered to be responsible
for the weakening of the back bonds.
!11 Chapter 5, co ncludin g remarks arc gi,·c n.

Chapter 2
Methods of calculation
2.1
2 .1.1

Electronic structure calculations
D ensity fun ctional theory and lo cal density approximation

I !any of quantum c h e mi~ a l calculations includin g those for small clnstPrs
mod eling su rface syst ems haYe been based upon t be Hartrer-Foc·k ( HF ) approximations [22]. As the I-IF equation involves th e complic ated non-loca l
exchange term in <tdclilion to the local elec tros tatic (Ha.rtrec) term , tlw <'qu ation is an intcgrodifferential equation that is difficul t to so h·c. For example, if
the one-electron wa,· •functions are expanded by N atomic orbitals following
the convent ional LCAO (Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals) approach ,
then the number of matrix elements that should b e calculated and stored in
the memory of a computer is proportional to N\ which makes calcu lation
for large molecules and solid s difficult. There are other quant um chemical approaches that are more refined, than the HF method in th e sense that effects
of electron correlations, which are completely neglected in the Hf method,
are includ ed to some extent such as the Cl method [23] . They usually requi re
even more calculational costs than the HF m thod, makin g th eir applications
to large molecules and solids completely prohibitive. Although Slater proposed a way of replacing th e non-loca l exchange term in the Hf equat ion
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with a Joe;\! one, known

HS

thr Xo method [22], it im·olw

Hll

adjustable

param tcr o and is of &emi-empirical nature.
Tht> density functional th eo ry (OFT) [1. 2] combined 11·ith the local densily approximation ( LDA) [3] rcso!Ycs the above-mentioned difficulty concerning com put at ioual costs. The DFT is at hcory for many-electron systems
and is based on the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem [1]. The theorem states that
all one has to do in OJ·der to obtain the total energ_-v and lectron density
dist ribution of the gro und state of a system of N elect rons moYing in a given
e>..-temi-\1 potential Vcxt(r ) (typically consist ing of the in teractions between
clt>drons and nucl ei) is to minimize the followin g functional E[n( r )] of the
elcct roll density distribution function n( r } (in atomic units):
1
E[11( r }] =T,[n( r )]+i

j

n(r)11(r')
ir - r'l drdr' +Exc[n(r)]+

j n( r }Vext(r }dr . (2.1)

Here T,[n] and Exc[n] reprE' ent kinetic and exchange-correlation energies,
rC'spcctiwly. Of course, the minimization shou ld be subject to the condition

j n(r)dr

= 1\'.

(2.2)

Th minimal vatu of E[n(r)] and the fun ct ion n( r ) that minimizes E[u( r )]
arc the to tal energy and th e electron density distribution of the 97'otmd state,
respectively. Such a minimization procedure was shown by Kohn and Sham
[3] to be eq ui,·alcnt to self-consistently soh·in g the follo\\·ing set of equations
for one clc tron wavefunctions {q;;(r)}:
(2.3)
where the rffcctive potential vcff(r ) is given by
l'eff(r) = Vext(r ) +
and

J

n(r'}
1
lr- r 'ldr + l'xc(r),

occ.
n(r ) =

L

(2.4}
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with the sum carried out, O\-er the 1\" lowest (occupied} rigeustate .. Pxc(r) is
definE'd by
t>x c( r )

=

bExc[u( r)]

, (r ) .

(2.6)

u11

The exact form for Exc [n(r)] (and thus 1·xc(r)) is unkuown , reflecting th~
fact that the exact solut ions for ground state pr pert irs of many elcd ron
systems cam1ot be obtaiucd i11 pract ice. lf 11(r) is suffi ciently slowly Yarying
with r , howe\·er , one gets a simp le ex pression
Exc[n(r}]

=.! n(r)~x

-(n( r ))clr

(2.7)

as a first approximation, where fxc(n} r presents the exchange correlation
nergy per electron of a unijorrn electrou gas with density 11 [3]. Such an :-Jpproximation is called the LDA. The LDA has been sho,,·n to giYC su rprisingly
good results for a variety of properties of a wide range of materials [2].
Calculations with the DFT-LDA S<'hemc an' sup<'rior to those with the
Hartrec-Fock approximation (HF.-\) in the following 1\Yo respccts:
1. The equation (2.3), which is often called the Kohn-S ham equation, is
much simpler to solve than the Hartrce- Fock equation , since the former does not iuclucle such a complicated term as the non-local cxchang •
term in the latter. (Note that the Kohn-Sham equation invo!Yes . emiJocal terms as pscuclopotentia ls in some cas~s , but computer tim and

storage req\lired can be greatly redu ced by transforming them into separable non-local forms as described below.) Calculational costs are much
smaller with the LDA than with the HFA , thus making calculations for
large molecules and solids possible.

2. The LDA in ·orpomtes effects of electron correlations to some extent
(in vxc), which are completely omitted in thr HFA, and is therefore
expected to yield more accurate results than the HFA , as it actual ly
does.

11/,;(r}l 2

(2.5)

The DFT-LDA scheme is especially preferred in surface alculations, where
the use of larger unit cells is required than i11 bulk calculations. In Appendix
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A, a re,·icw of the de,·clopm<'nt of the OFT-LOA approach to surfaces is
given.
Finally, we should comment on t:, and£; in Eq. (2.3). Formally, they have
been iutrodncl'd as auxil iary quantities to simplify the minimization proccdur of E[n(r)] in Eq. (2. 1) and do not ha"e any justified physical meanings,
though discussions in terms of them have been actually performed frequently.
In order to get quasiparticle energies E; (corresponding to ionization energies)
and quasipartic le wavefnuctions \\ that han• physical meanings, one has to
solve tlle following quasiparticle equation (called Hed in's equation):
(2.8)
where~ is a non-local, non-Hermi tian and energy-dependent self energy opcmtor [24, 25]. Dy cxpamliug ~as a S<' ries of th e screen •d interaction lli and
taking accowtl of o11ly the first te rm Gil ' (the so-called G\V approximation),
whrrc G is the Green's function, one can soh·e tl1e a.bm·e complicated cquatiou. though a huge amount of com putations are st ill req uired. Hyb ertsrn
and Loui performed such calcu lat ions for SC\'eral covalent and ionic solids.
and fou nd th at the wavefunctions obtained from the Kahn-Sham equation
arC' almost identical to those from the quasiparticle equation [26]. They also
showed t hat there me signifi cant differences between eigen\'alues obtained
with these two equations for some of the materials they studied. HoweYer, it
has been weLl known that Kohn-Sham eigenvalues reproduce band structures
of various materials at least qualitatively. Therefore analyses of Kahn-Sham
wavcfunctious and eigcn\'alucs are expected to yield important information
irrespecti"e of the fact that there ha\'e bren no proofs that justify their phys-

i al meanings as yet .

2 ,1.2

Ab-initio pseudopotentials and a plane wave basis set

The reasons why calcu lations with pseudopotentials are preferred rather
than all-electron calculations are as follows: ( 1) Computational costs are

2.1. Electronic, tructurc calc 11Iations

11

reduced by neglecting core -lectrons. (2) Since core lect rons h;t\'C much
laTger binding energies than valence elcctrou , the total energy of <t system
usu ally exhibits a very large ncgati,·e value in all-elect.ron calcu l<tt ions. Since
the energy difl'l'rence between two gi,·eu <ttomic configurations i: ,·ery small
compared to the total energy, numerical errors might arise in determining,
e.g., the equilibrium atomic structure. On e to the neglect of core electrons in
pseudopotential calculations, Lhe absolute value of the total energy is gre<ttly
reduced , and a high accuracy can be achie\'ecl in discussing the total energy
as a function of atomic positim1s [27]. (3) Pseudopotent ials allow the usc of
a plane wave basis set instead of an LCAO-type basis set, since they make
possible the ~xpansions of one-electron wa\'cfunctions in terms of a modcrat c
number of plane w<wes [7]. \~l i th a plane wa,·e basis set, a wavefunction with
its crystal momentum k , V'k(r), is expressed as

{2.9)
where only plane wa\'eS "·hose energy, (k + G) 1 /2, is smaller than R ('t'rl ai11
cutoff' value are in cluded as basis functious. Some adnmtagcs involved in the
nse of a plan e \\'ave basis set arc described in the followin g.
There are various kinds of LCAO-ty pe basis sets (s1 tch as minimal, DZ
(double zeta), DZ+P (polarizat ion),···), and results of LCAO-type ralculations often depend critically upon which b asis set is used. Th use of a plane
wave basis set allows o11c to overcome the difficulty of the basis-set dependence encoun tered in LCAO-ty pe calculations, since a plane wave basis set
has only one parameter, that is , the energ-y cutoff of plane waves and one ·au
systematically impro\'e the accuracy of a calculation just by in creasing the
energy cutoff. All one has to check regarding the basis set in order to ensure
that a calculation is reliab le is the convergence of calcnlatecl quanti ties with
respect to the energy cutoff. The use of a plane wave b'lsis set is preferred
a.lso because it simplifies calculations of the Hellmann-Feynman forces acted
upon each atom in the system, which a.re needed in geometrical optimization
procedures as well as ab initio molecular dynamics simulations [6]. This is
clue to the fact that plan e wave basis states do not depend upon the po-
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sit ion of <tf·o,ns, which is not the ·as<' in calculations wh~re wavefunctions
an· expressed in tlw form of lin •ar combinatious of atomic orbit als or their
variants, that. is , basis fun ctions centered on each atom in the system .
Howe\'l'l' , a plan e wave bas is set has a disacl\'antagc concerning compulationi\1 costs, that is , a large number of plane waves are usmtlly req uired
lo acc m atcly describe (ps· uclo)wawfu nctions. Especially, in calculations for
surface's \\·here a real sem i-infinite surface is approx.imated with periodically
repeated slabs se parated by a vacuum region. the size of the unit cell (called
"supercell") is usually large in the surface norma l direc tion , resulting in an
('vcn la rger number of plane waYes. This is IYhy a p.lane w1we basis set had
not been used unti l the mid-1980 's. Such difficulties were largely mi t igated
by the progress of compute!' power along 11·ith the cleYelopment of efficient
calcul a tiona l sc h ' mcs [6] such as the Car-Pa rrinrllo a lgorithm [28] and the
cunj ug»fe grad ient technique [2!l]. Thf'se sc hemes enabl one to soh·e the
KS equa tion Jnu ch more efficic.ntlv tlum the conYen tional m atTix diagona lizat.ion scheme. Fu rthermore, 1\:lcinm an an d Byla.11dcr proposed a scheme
of tra11sformi ug a semi-local pse udopotcntial into a non-local separable form
whid1 I ads to <t significant redu ction in computational costs [30]. Also,
Troul1icr and l\Iartins (Tll l) [31] proposed soft pse uclopotentiaJs wit h wh ich
tlw number of plane waves required can be great ly reduced (especially for
first-row clements and tran ilion metal ones) comp ared with the conventional Ha rnann-Sc h.liiter-Chiang [32] and Bach let-H a ma nn-Schlii ter (BHS)
[33] pseudopotentials that had been widely used. Ult ra.>oft pscudopotentials
without th e norm-conserv ing cond ition that allow the use of an even smallersizt'cl plane waYe basis set we re also proposed by Vanderbilt [34] . T hus compu tational workload requ ired for calcu lations with pseudopotentials and a
plane wa\'e basis set is now becomin g smaller and sma ller , making them
more and more commonly used except when one is in terested in phenomena
in which core electrons play a cru cial role as in X-my photoemission.
Our calculations adopted ab in itio norm-conserving pseuclopotentials in
t he Kleinman-By lander separable form. Those for some elements were of the
BHS-type, whil e those for t he others were generated following the Trou llier-
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ll l a rt ins procedures. These pseuclopotcntial techniques arc tkscribcd in more
details in the following.
Ab initio norm-conserYing pscuclopoteutials Vp s (corrcspotJcling to l'exl
in Eq. (2.4)) such as those of the BHS [33] and Tl\1 [31[ types

>UC

in ge11cral

written as

\fps( r ) = VL.(1·)

+L

l1~m(11, ¢) > 6\ i(r) < } j,.(~, o)l,

(2.10)

lm

where IY/ m(ll , ci>)> represents th e sp herical harmon ics :mel t lte local potential
~.rL can be arbit ra rily chosen . The secon l term in th e right hand side of Eq.
(2.10) implies tha t only the !-an gular-moment um componen ts of the wavefun ctions are s ubj ect to 61·/ . T herefore 1'!(e= \ -~. + 6\ ~) acts on t ht'm in total.
VI is constm ctecl so t hat the radial part of the atomic (pseudu)waYe fuH ct ion,
cp 1(r), which is obt a ined from th e atomic· calc ulation with \.',, satisfies th<'
following requirement s:
1. It s hould be nodelcss.

2. It should , wh en nonn a li z cl, be identical to t ltf' true 11·aycfnoetiou (i.t•.
the wavefunction obtained from tl1e ab initio all-ek ctrou <1lcula.tion)
for ,. >

7' 0 ,

where r< is some cutoff radius .

One C3l1 obtai n \li that h as such a pseuclo-\\'<Wefuncl ion as one of its eigenfunctions with the true eigenene1·gy just by inwr ting th e r~dial Schrodiug r
equation. T he firs t requ irem ent abo1·e is it.nposed in m·clcr ·to ma ke tlw
pseuclo-waYefunction smooth enough to allow its expansion with a moderate number of plane wa\·es as well as to make the inversion of the r adial Schri.iclinger equation feasible. The second requirement guarantees that
t he integrated charge, 4r.
cp 1(1·' )}2 ·r '2 cl·r ' , is identical to the true value for
1' > rc. This is important not on ly because the pseuclopotentia l produces the

fo{

corr ect electros tatic (Hartree) potential outs id tbc sphere of radi us rc. but
also bccau e t he correct int egra ted charge lead to an improved transferal ility of the p seuclopotential , which can be seen from the following identity:

(2.11)
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Sine<' t hr n1dia.l logarithmic deri\·atiYc of <;1 is dire t ly related to the scattering phase shift, the idf•ntity with the correct integrated charge implies that
the scattering prop rties oft he pseudopotcntia.l <lUd the true po entiaJ ha,·e
the s:tmc energy Ya.riation to firs t order when transferred to other systems
such as rnolccules and solids whose eigcnencrgies are clrll'erent from those for
lluo~ ~•tom. There a re an infinite number of pseudo-wavefunclions that satisfy
the above two requirements, since there remains arbitrariness in cl10osing
the form of the pseudo-wavefuuction for r· < Tc · By taking advantage of
snell arbitra rin ess, Troullicr and :\larti:ns proposed a scheme of constructing
pseudo-wa,·cfun tions that lead to soft (i.e., smoot h) pseudopotentials which
require a smaller number of p lane 11·ayes in the expansions of wavefunctions
than eonwntional schemes [31].
.-\s displayed itr Eq. (2.10) , a pseudopotential generally has a sem.i-loc.al
(i.e. , local iu the radial coordinate ami nonlocal in the angular coordinates)
term, which greatly increases the number of matrix clements that should be
calcu lated. K leinman and Bylander (hB ) have overcome this diffic ulty by
dr,·ising a separable form of a pseudopotential
(2.12)
11·herc \l>,m( r)(= cp 1(1·)11m(il,<,i>)) is the whole pseudo-wavefunct ion[30]. V1-·o
aud Vps in Eq. (2.10) can b 'sh own to be completely equ ivalent for the atomic
calcu lation, and the replacement of \ips with ' 1,o is expected to be valid in
other situations such as molecules and solids as well by suitably choosing
F,( r). The usc of such separable pscudopotent ials has now become very
common, since it achieves substantial savings in the amonnt of computations
as well as memory requirements.
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j\}

1
2
3
4

5

E,d [kJ /mol]
57
83

90
95
99

Table 2.1: The calc ulated adsorption energies, E,.d, of CO orr Cu slabs modcling Cu( lOO) t hat consist of M meta l layers. The calculations were based
on the D FT-LDA scheme. After Ref. [36].
one or a few substrate atom s around it can describe well the chemisorption bond. Such an ap proach is advantageous because a lot of calcu lat ional
techn iques in th fi eld of qu antum chemistry that are w •ll-l•stabLished for
small (isolated) molecules ca11 be stra ight forward ly <'~ppli<•d. Thus numerous
calculations using small clusters to represent aclsorpt·iou systems have b ·eu
performed thus far.
However , it should be alway. realized that the "sw·face molecule" pi ture
is not a.!wa,ys vaLid , though it ofteu serves as a good startiug point. In" more
realistic surface calculation, a slab (or a film ) which has finite width but is
two-dimensionally extended is used to represent the surface. The use of a slab
has been m ade possible by the d vclopment of the DFT-LDA scheme, wlrich
is computationally much less demanding than t he HF method, as described
in Subsec. 2.1.1. T h e advantage of the use of a slab over the use of a cluster
is that the fom1er represents more accurately a real smf<'~ce that is laterally
infinite. \.Yhile most substrate atoms have a wrong coorclin.ation in a cluster,
a ll a.toms at the surface of a slab have a correct coordination. Besides, there
is another reason why the slab model is preferable to the cluster modeL te

2.1.3

Slab model vs . cluster model

The cluster model, which has been commonly used to investigate adsorption s ·stems, is based on the "surface molecule" picture [35]. This pictme
assumes that a chtster ("surface molecule') composed of the adsorbate and

Velde recently reported the dependen ce of the adsorption energy of CO on
Cu(100) upon t he number of layers in the slab [36]. The result for the on-top
species with a coverage of 1 ML is shown in Table 2.1. Although the result
for M = 1 (corresponding to the calc ulation for CO on a Cu monolayer
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lG
N
1
5
D
9(5+.t)
21
30(13+12+5)
37

Bad

_y

[kJ/mol]
95
91
125

1
5
10
14

G5

3-l

109
183

GO

Table 2.2: The calcuhtted adso rption energies, Ead· of CO on Cu clusters
modeling Cu( lOO ) that consist of N metal atoms. For the cluste rs composed
of two or mor • lll etall ~ye rs, the numbers of the at oms in each layer are also
given in pan•nth cses. T he calculation were based on the DFT-LDA scheme.
After Ref. [3G] .

Eat/ [kJ /mol]
-53
-13
-3D
27
-53

Table 2.3: The calculated adsorption energies, E,d, of CO on Cn cluster
modeling Cu (lOO) th at consist of N metal atoms. The calc1Jations were
based on the Hartree-Fo k approximat ion. After Ref. [37].

2 .2
2.2 .1

film) is qnitc difl'ercnt from t he results for .\! l11rgcr th<m l , it can be seen
that 3 (or C\'<W. 2) layers snffic<" to gi1•e a reasonably con,·ergcd result . The
conve rgence with respec t to the number of layer is important when one
needs a result for the n·al semi-infinite surfnce, and the slab model allows a
rel at ively fas t convergen ce with respect to th e number of layers , which is a
great advantage over t h , cluster modeL The dependence of the adsorpt,ion
energy of CO on Cu(lOO) upon th e number of atoms in the cluster model
is shown in Table 2.2 [3G]. In contrast to the case of the slab c<Jculations,
the adsorption energy does not exh ibi t a con,·ergeut behavior as the size of
the clust r increases. Thus one ca n never expect how large the adsorption
energy i. at the real semi-infinite surface. The calculations mentioned above
were performed with the DF1;'-LDA scheme, while HF cluster calculations
for CO/Cu(100) yielded even worse results, which are presented in Table 2.3
[37] . The calculations for some of the clusters yield ed negative adsorption
energies, implying that CO does not adsorb on Cu(lOO) in contradiction to
ex periments. The ffli lure of the clnsters to properly represent the reru surface
can be at 1 ast partly att ribute l to their artificially large surface areas.
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Population analysis
Mulliken 's a nalysis

On e of the most powerful methods for chemical analysis is J\lullihu 's
poptJation analysis [4], which has bc<"n common ly u cd in th e field of quan tum chemistry and is straightforwardly applic ab le to clu ~te r calculfl.tions for
investigat ing adsorption systems. t-.1lullikcit propo eel in his origin al paper
[4] several qu antities which are quite helpful in obta inin g chemical Yiews of
bonding in small molecu les. The (tota l) gm ss TJO]>·ulation is a quantity that
represents the number of elect ron s that are assigne<.l to a particular atom (or
atomic orbital) in the molecule, thus indicating how the atom is charged (or
how many electron s are popul ated in th e atomic orbital). The (total) overlap population with resp ect to a p articular bond in the molecules rvcs as a
measure of th e strength of the bond. Since this quantity can be decomposed
into the contributions from each molecular orbital (called the partial overlap popu lations), we can gain insight into which orbitrus contribute much
to the bond ing. If the contribution from an orbital bas a positive value,
then popu lating electrons in it leads to a strengthening of the bond (bonding contribution) , wh ile if th e ontribut ion has a negative value, populating
electrons in it results in a weakening of the bond (anti -bonding con tribution).

Chapter 2. Methods of calculation
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2.2. Population analysis

\\'e haYe drscri bed :\lnlliken': popnlatiou analysis briefly in Chap. 1 for
thl' imp] s t cas of a hydrogeu mol<'cule. Let us generalize t.he description to
the case of a lal'ger mol ec ule (or cluster). Suppose that each of its molecular

This quantity ser"Yes as a rougllm ea~ urc of tllc bond strrngth , and i; some-

orbitnls (IvJO 's) { t•1,} is expressed in th

is defined by

form of a linear combination of

times ca lled the bond charge.
The pcwt·ial gm ss population. q'X_, of a particular atom , say t.hl' atom X,

at.omic-orbit.al-like basis function { \,.} a.

(2.17)
(2.13)
The fu·st term of the right hand side of Eq. (2.17) is called the net. populatiou

where each member of { \r} is ce ntered on one of the atoms in the molecu le.
The nonmtlization condition require. that

j

lr/;1,1 2 dT = 1 = :Lic:l 2 + :L(t:;.)'cf.Sr,
r

r'/:.s

(2.14)
·

of the atom X, but will not be used in the present thesis. Th' coefficient ~
of th e second term implies that a half of the overlap population for the bond
between the atoms X andY, for instance, is ta k · n to belong to the atom X
and the other half to the atom Y . The total gToss po]mlat-ion of the atom X ,

IJX , is then given by
where Srs is the overlap iiltcgral between \'r and Xs· The oYerlap term
(c~) · c~Srs i. dcnot~d by 7'1!;, hereafter. The definitions of several kiuds of
populations are given below.
The J!ar·t·ial oveT'laJJ poJntllttion, pX-Y ' with respect to the bond between
two atollls of interes t , say the at" oms X and Y , is defined by the sum of the
owrlap lerms 11:, over the basis functions centered on the atom X and those
on the a tom "'\ , i.e. ,

:L :Lbr:, + (J~.n.

(2.15)

rE..f: _,Ef'

X

=:Lnl'q'X,.

(2.18)

I'

Since the sum of the lota.l gross populations ovrr a ll the atoms is N[U Hl to
the total m1mbcr of electrons in the molecule, th e total gross population of
the <ttom X can be interpreted as the number of dcct.rons assig11 d to th e
atom X. This quantity is also called the Mnll-ikeu charge (of the atom X).
In order to illustrate the usefulness of the abo,-~ analysis scheme, we de-

~-\:-Y =
where

IJX

and )"'; are the sets of the basis functions centered on the atoms

X and Y , respe ·tiYely. JtX-Y indicates the contribution from the MO 'r/;p to
the bond ing between the atoms X and Y, wit h a positive (negative) value
corresponding to a bondin g (anti-bonding) contribu tion. The total overlap

]Jopulation for the X-Y bond , PX-Y • is defined by the sum of the partial
overlap populations over all the occupied orbitals, that is,

scribe a study on photo-induced desorption of CO from aPt surface [38, 39]
in the following. Figure 2.1 displays th e overlap population for the Pt-C
bond in a three-atom cluster composed of Pt, C m1d 0 atoms mod lin g ''
CO/Pt system calculated within the Hartree-Fock approximation [39]. It can
be seen that the occupied molecular orbitals designated as "4a", "5a" and
" l7r" as well as some of the Pt-derivcd orbitals are shown to give bonding
contribu t ions to the bond in the ground state. (This does not necessarily
imply that the correspond ing molecular orbitals of a free CO molecule such
as the 4a and lr. play a role in the formation of the chemisorption bond,

(2.16)

as will be discussed in the next chapter.) It is also apparent that the unoccupied orbitals designated as "21r'" (doubly degenerate) and "Pt spa" have

is the occupation number of the one-electron state 'r/;p, which is 2
Here
(including both spin stat.es) for occupied states and 0 for unoccupied states.

anti-bonding characters, the latter b eing much more anti-bonding than the
former. By performing configuration interaction (CI) calculations that are

nl'
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Figme 2.1: The overlap populations with respect to the Pt-C bond for each
orbital of the three-atom PtCO cluster. Positiv and ncg;1tive values indicate
bonding and antibonding contributions, respectively.

Figur<' 2.2: The potential energy surfaces a functions of lh<' distance bctwei'n
Pt and C in the three-atom PtCO cln ter Clllcul alC'd with Jhr configura tion
interacti on method .

Yalid for (eJcctronically) excitC'd states as well a. I he ground state, potential
energy surfaces (PES) were obtained as functions of th e distance between Pt
and C. For simp! · discussions , we show in Fig. 2.2 the PES's calculated with
a minim al basis set. For more quantitati1·e results obtained with a larger basis set, see Ref. [38] and [39]. The bold line in Fig. 2.2 represents the ground
state PES, wh il e the solid ami clashed lin es correspond to excited states with
an electron excited to the Pt spa and 2rr le,·els, respectively. As expected
from Fig. 2.1, electronic transitions to the Pt spa level, which exh ibits large
anti-bonding character, lead to repulsive PES 's. E lectronic transitions to
the 2rr" levels, which have much Jess anti-bonding character than the Pt spa
level, do not result in repulsive PES 's, though they lead to PES's with their
minimum points Jocat I slightly farther from the surface com pared to that of
the ground state PES . This reflects the small negative value for th e overlap
population of the 2'7r" levels. This example illustrates that by cal ulating the
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Popul>~tion

-ZO

ov rlap population> with respect to the pil.rticular bond of intere t one can
gain insight into not ouly t hr que.. t ion as to why the bond can stably exist
ill the ground st<U<· but al o the questiou a to bO\\' it nu1 be made unstable,

-60

H offmann's C OOP cu r v e

-8.0

£,-

In calc ulations for extended systems such as slabs that model surfaces, it is
not C'asy to nrhicve a simple understanding of asp cific bond of interest, since
it is often lhc case that there are a numerous uumbcr of orbitals relevant to it .
A. described in Chap. 1, Hoffmann et al. proposed th overlap population
\\'Ci ght cd density of tates to overcome such a lifficttlty, which they call th e
crystal orbital on•rlap population curve, or the COOP cun·e for short. The
COOP cu n ·c with respect to the bond behn•e n, say, the atoms X andY,
Nx_y(E) , is gi,·ell

b~-

X:-;:_y(f)

= 2:)~~-Y6(ff 1,),
,,

(2.19)

where 11 is th e index rcprest>uting each one-elect ron sto,te (with its energy

f 1,)

of the system.
Hoffman n et a.!. studied several chemisorption systems with th is analysis schemt.>. Fig·ure 2.3 shows the COOP curve for the CO/Ni(lOO) c(2x2)
chemisorption system calcula.tcd by his group [40]. T he solid and clotted lines
r('pres nt the COOP cur,·e with respect to the Ni-C and C-0 bonds, respectively. It can be clearly seen that the states just below the Fermi level (e 1)
giYe anti-boncling contributions to the C-0 bond, from which one can guess
that most of them are d rived from the CO 211'. levels. They give, on the
other hand , bonding contributions to the Ni-C bond, which clearly indicates
that these 211'-derived states play a role in the formation of the chemisorption bond . (Such an effect is called the 211' backclonation, as will be explained
iJ1 more details in the ne.xt chapter.) From this example one can see that
a COOP curve is a Yery convenient tool for gaining insights into chemical
bonds in extended surfac systems.

Dondtnq

- on!IDOndiMQ

-40

kading to de. orption. dissociation, etching and so on.
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Figure 2.3: Th e crystal orbital overlap population cur,·e for th e COf:\i(lOO)
c(2x2) system with respect to the Ni-C (solid lim•) and C-0 (dot!C'd line')
bonds . ..Vter Ref. [40] .
Calculations by Hofl'mann's gTOup arc, ho,,·eycr, based on the l':xtendecl
Hiicke l methocl. which is a semi-empirical and very approximate way of calcu la.ting electronic structures and often yields Yen qualitati,·ely incorrect
resul ts. One of th · major defi ien ·ies of the method is the lack of selfconsistency. Sell-consistency in the context of DFT-LDA calculations implies
that the "input" effecti,·e-potential in the Kohn-Sham equation is id entical
to the "output'' one that is obtained from the wavefunctions al·ulatcd for
the Kahn-Sham equation with the "input" potent ial. A series of early selfconsistent DFT-LDA calculations stressed that the self-consistency is of great
importance for obtaining reliable results [41, 42, 43, 4-l, 45] .

2. 2.3

An analysis scheme applicable to w av efunctions
expanded with a p l ane wave basis set

The disadvan ag regarding computational costs invoh·cd in the use of a
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plane w1wc basi&set ha5 been greatly mitigated with t lw progress of powerful computers a nd effic ient computational schPmcs. a disc ussed in Subsec.
2.1.2 . There is Rnot her disadnm lage associated with a plane waw basis set ,
that is. on cam1ot easily get chemica l an d local ''iews from calcula tions with
it. " -ell-rstabli shed chemical analYsis chcm s such as l\lullikcn 's population
a nalysis <tnd Hoflmann's COOP curve mentioned abov can be straightforwardly applied only to vnwcfunctions e.'-lJress('(l in trrms of LCAO-type basis
functions . Now that calcu lations with plane "·ave basis sets have proven so
powe rful, a chemi cal analysis scheme t hat is appli ca bl e to such calcul ations
is cl early needed.
We pro pose a simple scheme of population analysis that is basically simila r to th e l\ lulliken popul>ttion analysi but is applicable to wavefunctions
expan ded with a plane wa,·c basis srt [8]. The scheme is illus trated in the
followin g by taking as an example t he CO/Pt( lll ) system, which will be
tlw topi · of th e next chapter, but it should be noted that chemical bonds in
oth rr systems ca n also be dealt " ·i th in t h<' sa me rnauncr.
Suppose t hat one is intcrestrd in the bonding be t\\·e~·n CO molecule and
Pt (lll ) surface. The atoms in th e unit c<'ll for CO/Pt(lll) <trc di,·ided int o
two subsets, with one (subset n) including only t he C and 0 atoms composing
th<: CO mokcul e and the other (subset b) con. is t ing of the rest of the <ttoms
(w hich <tre all Pt <ttoms in the present case). Two subsystems, A and B , are
then invoked that m e describ ed by r epeated unit cells in which the atoms in
t he subsets a and b, rcspectiYely, are located at exactly the s<une positions
as in t he total system, i.e., t he CO/Pt(lll) system . \\'e express each of the
one-electron waYefunrt ions for the tot al system, { ¢'p} , in t erm of a basis set
consisting of t he wavcfunctions for both subs)·sterns,

{x;t}

and

{xf},

as

expanded with tlw san1e set of plan e waw>. ~ aYing us frolll numerical int gration in calculating the oYerl~p int \"'gTals betwee n t hem. i\'A(No) is taken
to be the number of wayefunctions that \YOt!ld be obtained in >til LCAO calculation "ith a m iuim al basis se l , since the inclusion of cig<'nstatcs hight·r in
energy, which might haYe la rge amplitude in th e region arou nd which none of
the atoms a re present , would obviously cont radict the original spiri t of l\ lulliken's population analysis . In th pre ent case, J\1 11 ~nd N n a re 8 and 3Ci,
respectively, since each of the C and 0 atom wou ld haYe 4 basis fuu cti us
( 1 for 2s and 3 for 2p) ;md each of th e Pt atoms in t he uni t cell wou ld have G
basis fun ctions (5 for 5d and 1 for Gs) in a minimal basis se t. Note t hat the
ls electrons of C and 0 as well as th e coTe elec trons up to the 5p electrons of
Pt are replaced by pscudopotentials. {\t} then consists of the 3cr, 4cr, liT ,

5cr, 271" and 6cr molecula r orbitals of CO.
From Eq. (2 .20) we get

< \ ili a,, >= c;,t; + L c{:i <

\n

and ( \ J} are calcul ated using th · same cutoff energy
in the basis set. {
a nd the same unit cell size as for {r,b, } so th at all these wayefuuctions are

\;tl\: >,

(2.21)

> +en.

(2.22)

j

a nd

<

\JJI'"
J
II >= '\'
L- cA
141 <
'i"

\ni\A
J
t

/ )).

i

The coefficien ts,

c;,\ a nd c~i ' a rc obtained

by
(2.23)

where c, and b 1, are t he (N 11

+ Nn)-dimension al column

vectors whose k-th

components are given by
for 1::; k::; NA
for iYA + 1::; k::; NA

(2.20)
where on ly th lowest N 11 and N 8 eigenstatcs of th e subsystems are included
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+ Nn,

(2.24.)

and
(2.25)
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A is the (NA + !Yn) x (.\ .1 + .YIJ) matrix which can be c..xpressed as a block

matrix:
(2 .26)
where I .v., and 11v8 arc th e unity matrices with a dimension of N.-~ a nd Nn,
re. pcctively. Sis the NA x !Yo matrix wh ose (i.j)-componcnt, S;i, is gi,·en
by the overlap in tegr al< yf'hf >.
The expression gi\·e n by Eq. (2 .20) usually works quite well and the norm
of the fun c-tion that equ a l thr difference between a trnc wavefuuct ion for th e
total system an d its counterpart expn·ssed as in Eq . (2.20) bas been found
to be lcs than 0.002 for most of the onl'-elcctron states in the case of the
calculfLtions for CO/P t( lll ) desc ribed in th e next chapter.
Once one gel s the expansion coeffic ients , one can calculate various kinds
of populati us following thei r defin ition gin•n in Subscc. 2.2.1. In thecae
of CO/P t(l 11 ), th e gross popu lation of each molecular orbital of CO,
and t hf' overl ap populatiou "·ith res pect to the bond between CO a nd the

qr.

s urface , p1' , <tre giH· n by
(2.27)

a nd

pi' = l::: (c;,\)"c~iS;i +(complex conjugate),
•-i

(2.28)

respectively, for each orbita l '!/;~ of the total system. Th e total gross and
OYerlap popu lat ions, q; and p, a rc then giYen by

q; =

:L: n,,c/;',

(2.29)

I'

and
p=

:L:n"pi',

,,

where n 1, is t h occupation number of '1/;1,.

(2. 30)
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l\otc I hat the only panuneters involved iu th e pre. cut analysis scheme are
the numbers of the basis statt"s. N.1 and 1Y0 , user! to (rc- )expand the wavefunctions obtainc•d by an elect ronic structme calculat ion (sec Eq. (2 .20)).
Ho\\·ever, the gross and o,·crlap populatious calcu lated with the prcsem scheme
a re such quantities as neither IJ!'come more accuratl' (i .e. , more physically
reasonable) nor converge with increasing N.-~ and XIJ , as mcution d abo,·e.
Though there arc in priucipl e as many eigenstates as the number of the plane
wave bas is states , N P"'' for each of the s ubsystems A and JJ , the basis set
used to (re- )expand th e wavefunctions as in Eq. (2.20) would be obviously
ove rcomplete if N,~ and/or N IJ were as la rgl' as Npu•·
Th e prcscut populat ion analysis scheme has several advaulages in add it ion to its applical ility to calcnl<ttions with plane waw basis sets , which arc
described in the follo\\·ing.
1. ln LCAO-type ca lcul a tions, it is often the rase thfl.t largr-sizrd basis
sets in cl uding di ffuse basis fun ctions han~ to bc used to imp row th e accurac ies of calcu lations. However, '' :\lullikcn ana lysis pcrfonncd with
s uch a la rge basis set i. in most c>Jscs mislead iu g [46 , -11. -18], siucl'
dift'use f\tnctions centered on one atom might be able to reprcscnt el<>ct rons th at physic-al ly bcloug to other atoms. In pc• rfonning fl.1'. 1ullikcu
analysis, one has to severely reduce the size of I hc basis s I uRed , whi ch
in turn degrades t he acc uracy of the electroni c struct ure calcula tion.
In th e present schem e, 011 the oth er hand , it is th e cn('rgy cutoff' of
the plane wave basis set that determines the accuracy of t he electrouir

structure calcula tion, while a minimal basis set can be used for the
population analysis s uch th at physically unrcasonalle results can b
aYoidecl.
2. The present scheme ensures that the sum of the total gross populations
over all the basi. fun ctions, {xn and {xf}, is equal to the total number
of electrons in the total system, thus enabling tb interpretation of
each gro

population as the number of electrons assigned to each basis

function . This is in contrast to the orbital project ion scheme [49], where
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the population p( ¢) of an orbital of interest <:>is taken to be given by

p(¢)

= 2> ~·1 <old·~·> 1
2

(2.31)

I'

The schc1n<' bas b en applied to \·arious sy. tems to discuss the charge
states of atoms aud molecules [49 , 50. 51, 52]. Projected density of
statf.'s (PDOS) .1\-¢(<), which is giwn by
N¢(f)

= 2:: I<61~·~· > l1 6(f- fl,),

(2 .32)

p

and which i~ often c..xploit.ed in the solid state physics trade [53 , 54],
is also based ou the same spiri t as thiti scheme, and the integration
of s uclt PDOS up to the Fenn:i lc\·el ;-;ields p(¢) given in Eq. (2.31).
However , s uch a quantity asp(¢) cannot b aciually regarded as a kind
of population , as can be readily illustrated I y 1be following exan1ple of
the hydrogen molrcule. It bonding orbital -~·,b is expressed as a linear
com! ination of the 1 atomic orbitals of the two hydrogen atoms, \ 1
aud \2, as

l!.·b= ~(\1+\2) ,
y 2( 1 +5)

(2 .33)
2

where Sis the oYerlap integral bet\\"een them. Then both I <;u IJ/Ib> 1
2 are (1 + S)/2, though the r should be 1/2 for uch a
nud I< ;\.21~'b > 1
perfe ·Uy covalent bond. The sum of those quantities is 1 + S , which
d viatcs by S from the ideal Yalue of 1 and clearly shows that they
cannot b interpreted as the populations of th ' respective ls atomic
orbitals.
3. The present scheme enables population analyses in terms of molecular
orbitals in a straight forward fashion. \\"hich are important especially
for discussing molecular-orbital-based pictures of chemical bonds such
as t he Blyholder model for the bonding of CO to metal s urface , that
will be the topic of the next chapter. Few such population analyses,
however , have been performed even in t he context of LCAO-type calculations, since the conventionall\1 ulliken analysis scheme yields only the

29

populations of atomic orbital . Cakul>uions for tlw populations of the
molecular orbitals of interest necessarily in,·olv<' 1he (n'- )expansious of
wayefunctions in terms of thos molecular orbitals, as in the pr<'srnt.
scheme, and the calculation of the inwr ·c of an overlap matrix is required.
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Chapter 3
Chemisorption of CO on
Pt(lll):
Validity of the Blyholder
Model
3.1

Introduction

Carbon monoxide (CO) is one of the most extensively st udied adsorbates, sin ce understandings of its adsorpt ion on metal surfaces ure important
from both industrial and fundamental viewpo in ts. From an industrial point
of view, CO plays a crucial role in various catalyt ic reactions such as the
Fisher-Tropsch sy nthesis, where hydroca rbons, which arc th e main ingredients of petroleum , are efficiently synthesized from reactions of CO and H2
with a catalyst consisting of iron and cobalt. Fw1damcntally, since adsorption of CO can take place on a variety of surfaces, its systematic st udy has
a possibility of offering a comprehensiYe understanding of chemisorption in
general. Although CO adsorbs clissociatively on some surfaces, we focus on
molecular chemisorption in this chapter.
The electrouic structure of the gaseous (i.e., free) CO molecule is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The electronic configuration of the 1 E+ ground state of
31
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Fi gure 3.2: Schemat ic illustration of th e Blyholder model, which describes
t he CO chemisorption Yi a the 5a donation (left ) and tlw 211' barkdon ation
(right ).

2Px,y

11t

Figure 3.1: Schem at ic illustTa.tion of how tl1e atomic orbitals of C and 0
comb ine to yield th e m olec ul ar orbi tals of CO with the a (left) and 71 (right)
symmet ries. Th e z-axi is taken to be in the direction of the molecular bond.

CO is:

The highest occupied mo.lecu.lar orbital (HO!v!O) and lowest unoccupie 1
molecular orbital (LU!v!O) are 5a and 271, r spectivcly.
The bonding of CO to tmnsition metal smf~ ccs has been understood in
terms of t he Blyholder model, whi ch is based on the fronti er orbital theory in
th at only t he HOl\IO and LUlVIO of CO mol cule play a rol in th e bonding.
In this model, th e bonding is considered to result from two contributions,
namely the 5a don ation and the 271 backdonation. These are schematically
illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The 5a orbital spli ts into bonding (5ab) and antibonding (5a.) levels by the interaction with the metal bands. T he 5ab level
has mainly the molecular character, while the metal ha.racter is dominant for
the 5a" level. Since 5a" is located above the Fermi level and thus un occupied,
the 5a orbi tal, which is completely filled in the gas- phase, becomes partially
empty. Since th is implies that an electron is transferred (or donated) from the

Chapter 3.
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5a orb it al to tlJC' mrtal. such a.IJ dl'cct is call<>d th e 5u donatiou. In a similar
way. the 21r orbital interacts w;th the m tal bands to split into bonding
(211"0 ) and a nti-bouding (2rr,) lewis. l3y populatin g electrons in the 211"& level
(with prctlomiuantl~· metalli c character) , p11 rtial occupation of tlw 211" orbital
is at.ta.iucd, which i. called the 21r backdonation. Because th e Blyholder
mod 1 presents a simple and clear view of tlw chemisorption bond, numerous
expcrim ntal as well as theoretical data have been in terpreted based on this
model.
Howe\·c r, no cleaJ evidence of the 5u don;;.t iou and 21r back donation has
been prese nted so f11r. There bas b cu mu ch effort lo detect occupied 211"dcriwd sUtLcs (corres pond ing to th e 211"& lcwl in the simplified picture shown
in F ig. 3.2) , since the veriiicat·ion of th eir existence would im ply the 211"
backdouatioll an rl . npport tlt Dlyholder model. Ultraviolet photoemission
sp<'Ct rosro py (UPS ) studies t•x ltibi ted weak fca tures 0-2 eV below the Fermi
lrwl for Ni [55] and Cu [56] surfaces, " ·ltich were considered to correspond
to tlw 27r0 lew!. ll owen•r, ~Iiranda et al. . howcd for CO/Pd{llO) that a
f<:'at ure just he· low the Fermi level observed in ·ps docs not stem from the
21r orbit;\ I of '0, but from a shifted Pd surface state [51] . Also, there have
bee n at tcnJp ts to find unoccupied 5u-derived states (corresponding to the
5u,) by nw;u1 s of inn•r e phot.ocmission sp ectroscopy. Although Rangelov et
al. asc rib ed a feature iu their spectra for CO/Pt{11 0) to the 5a. contribu t ion
[58], no decisive e,·idencc justifying such an assignm ··nt \Vas given. Such
difficulties involved in the detection of the 27rb a nd 5u. levels are derived
from their pr domiuan tly metallic character.
Several studies ha,·c cast doubts upon the adequacy of the Blyholder
model. Wong ct al. performed a semi-empirical extended Hiickel calculation for CO/Pt(111) , and bowed that upon adsorption the 4a orbital also
becomes partially empty as well as th 5a orbital [13]. The calculated electron occupation numbers of the 4u , 5a and 211" orbi tals are 1.84 , 1.54 and
0.38 , resp ct ively, for 0 adsorbed at on-top sites of Pt(lll). From these
results , they argued that the 4a orbital a lso plays a role in the formation
of the chemisorption bond. Recently, X-ray emission spect roscopy (XES)
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experiments by \ilsson et al. for CO/l\i{lOO) [11] (aJ\Cl also for \ 2 /\ i(lOO)
[11, 12]. where the adsorp tion mechanism of N 2 is exp<'ctcd to be similar to
that of th isoclectronic CO) shomxl the exist ence of occupit•d states with
the 11 symmetry that are locali:>,ed on one of the a toms in the molec ule. Since
the mol ecular orbitals of CO with the 1r symmet ry, 11r and 2rr, ;uc e:o;.Lended
over the molecule in the gas plw. e, they have claimed tbRt it is inappropriate
to desc ribe the electronic stru ctnre of the adsorption system in terms of the
molecular orbitals, as in the Blyholder model.
In this chapter, \\'e reexamine the ad quacy of the Blyhold er m del usin g
the state-of-the-art first- ptin ciples calculations combined with the JJ CW population analysis scheme [8]. ?~lost of the previous calculations ad<l ressing this
problem are either calculations with clusters to modrl the adsorption S}·~ tems
or those \\'itb slabs hut based upon se mi-empirical met hods such a~ the extended Hucke! method. Recently, Hu et al. st udied the electronic structure of
CO /Pel ( 110) by m ·ans of a first-priuci ples calcul ati on "'ith a slab model and
a plane wave basis set , an approacll sim ilar to ours [1-t] . In order to discuss
th e Blyholcler model, l.Jowever , they examined th e charge densit y distribution
of all the calculated o!le-electron orb ita ls. The populRlion ana lysis scllcme
adopted here saves such troublesome proced ures ;mel also allows more quantitative disc ussions. We study CO/Pt(lll) in the prese nt drRpl.cr because
there h as been a wealth of experimental as well as thcor ·tical work on this
system concerning not. on ly static prop erties such as th ad sorption geometry
[59, 60, 61] and the electroni c state [62, 63, 53, 54] in the ground st ate, bu t
also dynamical properties which ma nifest themselves in , e.g., photo-induced
desorpti on [64, 65, 66, 38 , 39] .

3.2

Electronic structure of gaseous CO

B fore discussing th e elect ronic structure of CO/Pt(lll) , we first examine that of the gaseous CO in this section . Such an isohtted molecule can
also be studi ed by means of a calculation with a plane wave basis set by
introdu cing a supercell that is suffi ciently large to mak e the (artificial) inter-
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orbital energy [cV]
exp.
calc.
-28.8
-19.7
-13.1
-16.5
-11.6
-1 •1.0
-8.7
-1.7

0
0

-21.5

COI!.5

molecular
orbital

Free CO molecule
1.18
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80

Energy cutoff !Ryl

F igur<' 3.3: The dependence of the equilibrium C-0 bond length (solid line)
and total energy (dashed line) of the gaseous CO molecule upon the energy
·utoff of the plane wave basis set .
act ions between neighboring molecules negligible. Only the r point in the
!Jrillouin zon<' i. explicit ly treated in th e calculations. Figure 3.3 displays the
depcnd<'nce of th e eq uilibrium C-0 bond length and total energy upon the
energy culofr of the pl ane wave basis set . The equ ilibrium bond length converges fa. tPr than th total encrg')' with respect to the energy cutoff, since the
former is associated with the relative total energy as a fun ction of the C-0
distance. \Ve usually need information only on the relative total energy such
as the nergy difference between two difi'erent atomic configurations rather
than on the absolute total energy. For such information, an energy cutoff
of 50 Ry, or eYen -!0 Ry, suffi ces, as i apparent from Fig. 3.3 . The resu lts
presented in this section haYe been obtained with an energy cutoff of 50 Ry.
The equ ilibrium C-0 bond length calculated with this energy cutoff, which is
almost qual to the converged value, is 1.126 A, in excellent agreement with
the experimen tal value of 1.128 A. Howe,·er, the calcu lated orbital energies
deviate signiftcantly from the experimental nlues obtained with UPS mea-

Table 3.1: The calc ulated orbital energies of the rnolce nlar orbitals of the
gaseous CO . The correspond ing experimental values obtained with ultraviolet
photoem issiou spectroscopy (from Ref. [67]) ar e also presented. I\'otc that
the 1r. and 27T arc doubly degenerate.
suremeuts [67], as shown in Table 3.1. This ntight be attributed to orbital
rela.xation effects iuvolwd in UPS processes, in ,,·hich orbitals arc affected
by the rcmo,·al of <Ul electron. Such cfl'ect s mani fc•st themse lves in the case
of small molecules, but is expected to be insignificant for extended systems.
The calculated relative energy positions of the ~a. l1T and 5o orbitals appear
to be in rough accord with ex periment.
A population analysis is performed by means of the schem introdu ced
in Subsec. 2.2.3. The CO molecule is diYided in to the C and 0 atoms,
which correspon d to the subsystems A ami B following the notations usl'd
in Subsec. 2.2.3. Both NA and 1\l) are taken to I e 4 (1 for 2s and 3 for
2p). The results of the popu lation analysis are summarized in Table 3.2. For
simple homopolar molecu les the 2s orbitals of the two atoms would interact
with each other to form bonding 3a and anti-bond ing 4a orbitals. This is
not the case for CO. Both the 3<1 and 4a consist mainly of the contributions
from the oxygen, while the 5o is derived predominantly from the carbon.
The overlap population of the 5o orbital implies that the orbital has antibonding character, though it has been thought to have almost non-bonding
character. (The co+ ion formed by the remo"al of a 5o electron e.x hibits
a C-0 str tching frequ ncy of 2200 cm- 1 [67] and a bond length of 1.115 A
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molecular
orbital
3cr
~CT

l7r

5o
27r

gross population

c

0

0.21
0.11
0.27
0.93
0.74

0.79
0.89
0.73
0.07
0.26

oYer lap
populat ion
0.31
-0.02
0.22
-0.29
-0.52
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Table 3.2: 'Th e gToss p op ula tions of t b · C and 0 atoms as well as the C 2s, C
2p, 0 2s and 0 2p atomic orbit als and the ove rl ap popul ations with respect
to the C-0 bond are presented for each molecular orbital of t he gaseous CO.
[68] . which arc almost the same as the ,·a\ues of2157 r m- 1 aJic\1.128 Afar th e
neutral CO. ) The discrepancy might also be attribut ed to orbital relaxation
elf cts. As can be seen from Table 3.2, howcYer, the 21r orbitals are much
m ore ant i-bonding th an th<" 5cr orl ita!, and th eir populatiou thJ·ough the 21r
backdonation plays a crucial role in detenniuing the C-0 bond strength when
CO adsorbs on a Yariety of surfaces.
Rece nt] , X-ray emission spectroscopy has developed and become of gTeat
use for invest igat ing th e ontributions from each atom composing a molecule
to each molec ular orbita l. In the case of CO , one first creates a l s core hole
of the carbon, for instan ce. On e then detects <ttl X-ray emission clue to the
electronic trru1sit ion from a valence molecular orbital of CO to the core hole.
The transition matrix elem ntis proportional to the overlap integral between
the ,·alencc MO and the carbon ls atomic orbit al. Du e to the select ion rule,
only the C 2p ontribution to the MO is extracted. The same procedure
goes for the oxygen . Figure 3A shows such spectra obtained for the gaseous
CO by Skytt and co-workers [69]. The "non-resonant" spectra in Fig. 3.4
should be compared to the gross populations of the C 2p and 0 2p atomic
orbita ls presented in Table 3.3. Since the atomic populations reproduce well
the qualitative feat ures of the experimental spectra, we can see that the
popul ation analysis goes well.

170

280
Eminiotl cnt"rgy(cV)

'"

29<l
Emlu iontner&y (cV)

Figure 3.4: X-ray emission spectm observed for th e gaseous CO by creating
a C ls (left) or 0 ls (right) core hole. Th e cu n ·es designated as "nonresonant" and "resonant" are spectra observed by exciting a core elect ron to
the unbound continuum and a bound unoccupied orbital , respectively. The
"non-resonant" spectra should be compared to the r suits of the population
analysis. The presence of an electron in an unoccupied orbital complicates
the "resonant" spectra. After Ref. [69].
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molecular
orbital
3o4o-

11i
5o-

21i

gross population
c 2p 0 2s 0 2p
0.10 0.11 0.67 0.12
0.12 -0 .01 0.26 0.63
0.00 0.21 0.00 0.73
0.62 0.31 0.00 0.07
0.00 0.74 0.00 0.26

Electronic structur e of C 0 /Pt ( 111)

In this sec ti on, we i11Yc. ti gatc the electronic st ruct ure of CO/Pt(111) !Jy
the DFT-LDA electronic structur <:alcu.lat ion and th population analysis
scheme described in Subsec. 2.2.3.

3.3 .1

0/Pt ( 111)

Q

C 2s

Table 3.3: The gross popu lations of the C 2s, C 2p, 0 2s and 0 2p atomic
orbitals for cfl.cl t moleculaJ· orbit aJ oft he gaseous CO.

3. 3

3.3. Electrouic stm crurc of

Calculational conditions

Total ener gy calculations were performed based on the density functional
theory (DFT) ' ith th local density approximatio n (LDA) for the exchangecorrelation energy functional. Ab in itio pseudopotentials in the separable
form [30] which were generated with the Trou llier-Marti ns procedure [31]
were employed for a.ll the atoms , namely, Pt , C and 0. A plane wm·e basis
set with au euergy ·utoff of 40 Ry was used. As can be seen from Fig. 3.3 ,
th energy cutoff of 40 Ry suffices to produce reasonably reliable results for
the ga eous CO. The equilibrium C-0 bond length obtained with this energy
cutoff is 1.131 A, which is close to the con,·erged va.lue of 1.126 A. As for Pt,
we performed test ca.lculations for bulk Pt, and found that this energy cutoff
yields an optimized lattice constant of -1.00 A, which is almost identica.l to
the converged value of 4.01 .. Thus calculations with the energy cutof!' of 40
Ry are aL~o expected to give reliable results for CO/Pt(111). Note that the
e.--..perimental valu e for the lattice constant of bulk Pt is 3.92 A. Thus our

surface Pt atom
on-top site
bridge site

-<>

(fJxfJ) R30o unit cell

Fig'ttre 3.5: The ( J3 x J3)R30° unit cdl used in the calculations. There is
one CO molecule per unit cell, corre~pouding ton cow ra ge of 1/3. The solid
and hatched circles represent o1Hop and 2-fold bridge sit es, respecti,·ely.

calculat ions OYcrest imate it by about 2'7c..
16 uniform k-points were employed to ample th e surfac Brillouin zone.
Sinc-e LEED studies showed the ( J3 x v'3)R30° pat tl'rn up to a co,·crage
of one third [59, 61], we adopted the (}3 x J3)R30° unit cell with one CO
molecule in it, which corresponds t.o a COYcrage of one t.hircl. The unit cell
us d is displayed in Fig. 3.5. The lattice constant used to construct the unit
cell is taken to be the calcttlated value of ·LOO A rath · r t luu1 the experimenta.l
\'alue. The surface is approximat d by a slab composed of 2 layers of Pt to
save the computational costs. A study on the dependence of the adsorption
energy for COJCu(lOO) upon the number of surface layers [36] suggested that
even 2 layers suffice to give reasonably accurate resnl ts, as has been shown
in Table 2.1. \ ·e investigated CO adsorbed at on-top sites since EELS [60]
and IR.AS [61] measurements have indicated the presence of only the on-top
species at low coverages. Note that it has been shown that the 2-fold bridge
species begin to app ar as the coverage increases. It has been known that
CO adsorbs with the C-enci down. Thus geometrical optimization procl:'dnres
started from such an atomic configuration . As a result of the structural
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optimization, we fouud rhal the optimal C-0 <Uld Pl-C distances arc 1.143
and 1.859 A, respecti1· ly. As noted ~.hove, the calculated equiJjbrium CO Lond lc11gt b for the gas-phase CO is 1.131 A, and it ca11 be seen that
Lhl' C-0 bond length is clong>tted slightly upon adsorption. A population
analysis was performed follo1Y ing the procedures described in Subse . 2.2.3.
The CO/Pt(111) system was divided into the CO molecule (t he subsystem
A) and the Pt surface (the subsystem B). NA and N 8 in Eq. 2.20 were taken
to b' 8 and 36. The fornwr co rresponds to >l minimal basis set consisting of
C 2s, C2p, 0 2s and 0 2p, <m el the latter to that of Pt 5d and Pt Gs.

3.3.2

Results and Discussions

3.3. Electronic srrucru re of CO/Pt(Ill)
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Fignre 3.6 shows the total densit.y of states (DOS) for CO adsorbed at
OH-LO]J sites of Pt(lll ). where Olle can see t hree promineHl CO-deri ved peaks
below the Pt d hands, which are located -10.1. -7.8 and -7.0 eV relative to
tb e Fermi Jc,·el. ;'\otc th at Yalucs of euergics indjcated in tbis subsection are
all rdativc to l hc Fermi lew!. In UPS mcasm ements sncl1 rhrce peaks are
actually ob erYed for CO adsorbed on a vari et·y of transition metal smfaces
[10, 57, 62). They are usualJy ideHt.ificd as derived from the 4u, 5u and l1r
molecular orbit~ls in the ord er of increasing energy. The locations of such
th ree peaks obserYed in a. UPS st udy for CO/Pt( 111 ) [62) are -11.9, -9.2 and
-8.4 eV, which are in rough accord with the above calculated values.
Figme 3. 7 shows the cmves representing the DOS weighted by the gross
populations of the CO 4u and 5u orbitals. One can clearly see from Fig.
3. 7 that th lower two of the three peaks seen in the total DOS are derived
fTom the 4u and 5u orbitals. However, ou r results show that they are neither
purely 4u- nor 5u- derived states, hut have contribu tions from both molecular orbitals, implying that these orbitals rehybridize with each other upon
adsorption. Similar resu lts were ohtruned by Hammer et al., who caJcnla eel
tbe 5u-projected DOS for CO/Pt(lll) [53). Note that two peaks seen in this
DOS , which were calculated with a slab composed of 6 surface layers, a.re
located at almost the same energies as in the present calculation, suggesting
that the slab of 2 surface layers we used is sufficient to yield reli able results.

0

-5
E-E, [eV]

Figu re 3.6: The total density of states calculated for CO adsorbed at on-top
sites of P1(1ll ).
As will be sho"·n below, the peak at -7.0 eV in the total DOS consists
ma.iu ly of a contribution from the l1r orbital. While the 5u orbital is high~r in
energy than the 111' in the gas phase, UPS stud ies ha1·e shown that the prak
which bas been thought to be derived from th e 5u (denoted by 5er hereafter)
becomes energetically lower than the l7r-derived peak in the adsorbed st.at.e.
The lowering of the 5er peak has been regm·cled as an indication that the 5u
orbital is involved in the formation of the chemisorption bond. Ishi et aJ.
claimed that the lowering of the 5er peak is due to a lengthening of the C-0
bond upon adsorption rather than the bonding interaction of the 5u with the
metal hands [10). However, this is not the case at least for CO/Pt(lll), since
calculations we performed for the isolated CO molecule have shown that the
elongation of the bond lengt h from 1.1 31 Ato 1.1 3 Aupon adsorption leads
to a lowering of the 5u level only by 0.03 eV. From Fig. 3.7 one can sec that
the 5-u peak is actually derived from a mixture of the 4u and 5u orbitals, and
the fact that this peak gets lower than the l7r-derived one is partly attributed
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molecular
orbital
3a
-la
liT
5a
2rr
6a
total

gross
population
2.00
2.00
-!.00
1.-17

0.52
0.02
10.01

o,·,·rlap
population
-0.01
-0.01
-0.08
0 39
0 51
0.01
0.81

I

o~~~~~~~
-~~-Ml~~A.A~A~A~
-10
-5
0
E-Ep [eV]

Table 3.4: The gross and m·erlap popu latiolls associated with each molecu lar
orbital of '0 are shown toget her with th e carr~. pendi ng total populat ions.
The overlap popu lat ions are calcula ted for the Pt-CO bond . Th e tot al gross
population indi cat es that CO is almost neut ral (- 0.01 e negatively charged )
on Pt(lll).

Figmc 3. 7: The density of states weight ed by the gross populations of the
CO -lu (cla. hrd line) and 5a (solid lin e) orbital .
to the mixing of the Sa with th e lo"·cr-lying 4u . Of course, this does not
necessmi ly deny th e invoh·ement of the 50' orbital in the bonding.
It is appaTent from Fig. 3.7 that aboYe the Fermi level there a re almost
no 4cr contributions, whil significant 50' contributions can be seen. The
intt•grations of the DOS curves shown in Fig. 3.7 up to the Fermi level give
t he tota l gross populations of the 4a and 5a orbitals in the ground state,
which are calculated to be 2.00 and 1.4 7, respectively. T hey are listed in
Table 3.4 toge ther with the total gross populations of the ot her molecular
orbitals of CO. Since the 4a orbital is completely fi lled, it does not play a
role in the bonding of CO to the surface. This is in contrast to the result of
the e:xtended Hiickel calcul ation [13], which is considered to be less reliable
due to its semi-empirical nature than the present ab init io result. On the
other lla.nd, the 5cr contributes much to the bonding through the donation
of 0.53 electrOilS.
The DOS cu rves wei ghted by th e gross popu lat ions of the CO l1r and 21r

orbitals are presC'nt ccl in Fig. 3.8. The total gross popnlat ions arc -1.00 and
0.52 for the lrr and 2rr orb itals, respectively. as shown iu Table 3.4. Tb c
l1r orb itals are completely filled and do uol co ntributr to t.h e bonding of
CO to the surface. In contrast to the 4a orbital , which is also completely
fi lled , t he lr. orbitals interact wi th th e metal bands and states with some l r.
contTibutions, which range from -6 to -1 eV, can be seen within the m tal
bands besides th~ strong lr.-derived peak at -7 eV. The backdonatiOJl of 0.52
electrons to t he 2r. orbitals is attributed to the occupied states wit.h the 27f
contributions that can be seen in Fig. 3.8 . They arc distributed in a wide
energy range, suggesting the trong interaction of th e 2r. orbi tals with the
meta l bands. Since t he 2r.-derived states are spr ad in energy, the intensity
of these e.nerg;y leYels in , e.g., UPS , should be weak. Thus th e peaks of the
occupied 2r. s tates are buried in strong features from the metal bauds and
are hardly obsen·ed in UPS measurements [10, 57] .
F igure 3.9 shows the calculated COOP cmve with respect to the bond
between the CO a nd the surface. A positin· (negative) value of the curve
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Figure 3.8: The density of stRtes weighted by the gross populations of the
CO l7r (dashC'd lin e) and 27r (solid line) orbitals. (a) and (b) are different in
th e range of the ordinate.
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Figure 3.9: Th e crystal orbital overl ap population (COOP) curve with respect to the bond between the CO a nd the Pt(lll) su rface. Positive and
negative values indicate b onding and ant ibonding contributions to the bond,
r spectively. (a) and (b) are different in t he range of the ordinate.
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3.3. Electronic struccure of CO/ Pt(111)

ett ;W C'llC'rgy indicate th;tt t.hc one-electron states ~Yit.h that energy give a.

bonding (antibonding) cout.ributiou to th e ciwmisorption bond. The integrMion of the COOP curP up to thr Frrmi le1·cl yields the tota l OYerlap
po]Jtil>lf ion , ~Yhich can S('ITC as a mrasure of 1 h<' strength of the chemi sorption bo11d. The alculated total 01·erlap population is 0.81. By compa.risou
with the gro s populati011 weighted DOS shown i11 Figures 3.7 and 3.8, we
C"<Ul re<tclily .i<lcnt.ify the character of each peak in the COOP curYe, which is
also indicated i11 Fig. 3.9. One can C'e the prominent bonding contributions
from tht• tbr e 1 eaks locnted at -10.1. -7.8 and -7.0 eV, which we designate
as (•Ia + 5u) 1, (·IO" + 5u)2 and 1rr 0 in Fig. 3.9. respect ively, where t he subscript b implies a bonding orbita l. Ho11"CIU , one cannot conclud e from this
lhal all the 4a , 5u a nd lrr orbi t als contribu te to the chemisorpt ion bond ,
since if both th boucli11g and a nti-bonding lewis derived from an orbital ru·e
occ npi Nl, then thc net coutribution from the orbit ~ I is non-bonding or ewn
rcp11lsiYc. As discns~C?d above ba "E'd upon th e calculated gross population of
each orbita l, that is the rase for th t' -lu and lrr. In contrast, the partia.Uy
filled 5u anrl 2rr are considered to be i.nYohcd in the bonding.
Th<' same con lusion as m ent ioned aboYe can be more dearly drawn by
iuYrstigating the contribut ions from t•acb molecular orbital of CO to the
COOP curve displayed in Fig. 3.9. .-\s can be seen from Eq. (2.28), the
overlap populations usE'd to calculate the COOP cu rve are sums over all the
molec ulm· orb itals of CO (represented by the index j in Eq. (2.28)), aJld can
be readily d ecomposed into the contributions fi·om each moleculru· orbital.
The DOS curves weighted by the owrlap populations associated with the
CO 4u and 5u orbital ·, namely, the contrib\ttio11s from these orbitals to the
COOP curve, a re presented in Fig. 3.10. It is apparent tba.t the (4u + 5u) 1
peak has a mixed ch aracter of 4ub ancl5ub. "·bile the (4u+5u)2 peak consists
of 40"a aml 50"b ontributiou s. The integrations of the curves in Fig. 3.11 up
to the Fermi. lew! yield -0.01 and 0.39 for 4u and 50", respectively, which
arc listed in Table 3.4. These indicate again that the 4u is irrelevant to the
chemisor ption bond , while the 5u contribut es much to the bond.
FigUie 3.11 displays the DOS cu n ·es weighted by the overla.p populations

hooding
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Fig1.1re 3.10: The densit.y of states weight,ed by the 01·erlap populations associated with the CO 4u (dash ed Line) m1cl 5u (sol id line) orhil<1k
associated with the CO l rr and 2rr orbital.. As is apparent from F ig. 3.8,
states loca ted in the energy range from about - G to -1 eV h;wc contributi ons
from both the lTr and 2rr orbitals with the ratio of tl1e former to the latter
decreasing wit h increa~i11g energy. Figure 3.11 clearly indicates that Lh e ! 'II"
and 21f orbita ls give aJitibouding and bonding cont ributions (with regard to
Lhe Pt-CO bond) , r espectively, to the states in this energy range, resulting
in net antibonding character (denoted by 1'11"0 ) between -6 and -4 eV and net
bonding character (denoted by 2'11"b) between-4 ancl-1 eY in the COOP curve
displayed in Fig. 3 .9. By integrating the cmTes in Fig. 3.11 up to the Fermi
level, we obtain the contributions from the 1Tr and 2rr orbitals to the total
overlap popu lation, wh ich ar e calculated to be -0.08 and 0.51 , respectively.
It can b e seen once again from these values that the completely filled 1'11"
orbital is not involved in t h e bond ing, while th e 2rr plays a crucial role.
As a result of the mixing of the 11f and 2rr orbitals in the energy range
from -6 to -1 eV as discussed above, it is possible that states localized on
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Figure 3.11: Th e d<•nsity of stales 11·eightcd by the OYerlap populations associai.C'd with the CO h (das hed lin e) and 2T< (so lid line) orbitals.

Figure 3.12: The densi ty of states weight d by the gross populations of t h<'
C 2p (solid line) and 0 2]l (dashed line ) orbitals.

eithN of t hC' C and 0 ato111s of th e '0 mo lec nlc are formed , as obserYed
in an XES CJ( j)criment [11]. Figure 3.12 shows th e DOS curves weighted
by the gross populations of th e C and 0 2p atomi.c orbitals. They can be
considered to correspond to the XES data in Ref. [11], which are shown in
F ig. 3. 13 for comparison. Note that the XES mea~ureme nt was performed
for 0 /Ni(lOO) and that th e data were separated into the contributions from
'Ll1c tates with the a and 1r symmetries. In calculat ing the gross populations
of these atomic orbitals, the population analysis scheme described in Subsec.
2.2.3 was employed wi th the system divided into three parts, that is, the C
atom , th 0 atom and the rest of the system. As expected , in the energy
range between -6 and -3 eV, states with mu ch larger amplitudes of th e 0 2p
orbitals than those of the C 2p orbitals can b e seen. The contribu tion of the
C 2p orbitals increases as the energy level i11creases and becomes comparable
to the 0 2p contribution just below th e Fermi level. Therefore we agree
with Nilsson et a l. in that the new model they came up with [11, 12], which

is an a tomic-orbital-based pict ure, is appropri<\te for dcscril in g some of th e
one-elect ron states of th e adsorbed system. 'vVe would like to claim , however,
that the molecular orbitals of CO can be the most appropriate basis orbitals
for a simple understanding of the mechanism of CO chemisorption, si nce,
as discussed above, only two of the molecular orbitals, namely Sa and 2T<,
contribute to the bonding from the vie.wpoint of the mol e ular-orbital-based
picture , i. e., the Blyholder model.
Information on unoccupied states obtained from Fig. 3.9 can be of great
use in gaining insight into several experiments. Rangelov et. a!. observed
inverse pbotoemission spectra for CO /Ni(llO) , CO /Pd(110) and CO /Pt( 110)
[58]. One of the unoccupied bands observed for CO /Pt(110), which is located
below some 21r-derived bands, exh ibits a band disp ersion quite different from
t hat expected for 21r-derived bands and they inferred th at this band has the
5a0 character. Confirmation of the existence of unoccupied states with the
5a. character is important as it is indi cative of the 5a donation. Figure 3.9
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clearly indicates Lhe presence of unoccupied statcs with the 5a., cha racter
below states with the 2710 character, support,iug the above conj ecture mad t'
by Rangelov et al. , though our calculations haYe been pcrfonncd for th e
(111) surface. Fukuta.ni et al. inwstiga.tcd CO on a Pt(lll)-Gc a lloy and
showed that th e d -sorption energy of '0 is gr<'at ly red uccd compared to tha t
for the clean P t( 111 ) surface, whil e the C- 0 stretchi11 g frequ ncy rema ins
almost constant [65] . They considered that alloy in g of Pt \vith Ge leads 1o
an additional fillin g of th e Pt d band . As is apparen t fro111 F ig. 3.9, a ldiLional
electrons provided by Ge populate tb e sta te with th e iiCT. character prior to
those wit h the 271,. cha racter. It is then expected I hat tl1 e chemisorption bond
is "·eakeuecl vi<t the r educed 5u donation, "·bile the str ugth of th e C-0 bond
remains a lmost consta nt, not only lJ<'ca.use the unoccupied stat cs with tbr
5u,. character are derived ma inly from the lll<'tal s l att'S. but also bccau.t' th e
popula1iou of the 5o orbit al ill t he gas-phase CO affects t he bon d strcagt h
rnu ch less than that of th e 271 orbitals.

. c . .............. .
I
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X
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Figure 3.13: X-ray emission sp ectra observed for CO/Ni(lOO). The data
for the st ates with th e u (upp er panel) and 71 (lower panel) symmetries are
separately shown. After Ref. [11].

Summary

ln this d.tapter , we have addressed t. he questi on as 10 whclh r th Dlyhold er mod el for the chemisorption of CO on tnmsi1 ion lllCtal snrfaccs ,
upon which several recent sl'udies luw cast doubt s, is valid or not. for
that purpose, we have performed DFT-LDA elect ronic st ructur ' cakuln,tious
fOl' CO JP t( lll ) and a nalyzed t he obtained cl<tl a by means of the newlydeveloped population analysis scheme.
Prior to discussin g the results for CO /Pt (lll ), we have appli ed the scheme
to the gaseous CO and found that the calculated gross popuhttions of C and
0 2p atomic orbitals reproduce well obsen ·ed X-ray emission spectra for t he
gaseous CO, which ensures that t he scheme works qui te well.
\<Ve have then applied the scl1eme to CO/Pl(lll). The cakulated gross
populations of the molecular orbitals of CO have indicated that the 4CT and
171 are completely fill ed , wl1ile the 5CT and 27r are partially fi lled, suggesting th at only t he latter two orbitals contribute to the bond in g of CO to
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th surfacr. This has been mon' couYincingly shown by examining the overlap populations associated with each molecular orbital. The IT-symmetry
states localiz d on i heT of the C and 0 atoms that were obsen·ed by au
X-ray emission spectroscopy study have been reproduced by our calculations.
Though this implies the n ' cd for 111 1 atomic-orbital-based picture to describe
some individnal one-electron states, the results of our population analysis
mentioned abo,·e have definitely shown that the Blyholder model, which is
a molec ular-orbital-based piclurr, prov-ides a lucid and essential way of de~tr ihin g the chemisorpt,ion bond, since one can discuss the bonding in terms
of on ly two molecnlar orbitals.

Chapter 4
Etching processes of Si(lOO)
with adsorbed halogens and
hydrogens
4.1

Introduction

Halogen-adsorbed Si smfaces have been extensively studied, not otl ly
because of their fumlament.a.l interest as simple chemisorption systems involving semiconductor surfaces, but also because of their great t chnological
signifi cance. Halogen-containing-plasmas are frequently used in etching of
semiconductor surfaces [70 , 71], which plays a crucial role in manufacturing
semiconductor devices. Also, chlorin e-adsorbed Si surfaces have been known
to be susceptible to etching under laser irradiation [72 , 73, 74, 75], and <t
fu ll understandi11g of such laser-inc! ucecl etching is e.~pected to allow controlled local modifications of semiconductor surfaces. Thus one of the major
goals of st udies on halogen-ad~orbed Si surfaces is to gain those insights into
etchin g processes that could be helpful in improving the device processing
technology.
Since halogens are chemically similar to hydrogen in that they are both
monovalent elements, it is reasonable to expect that the adsorption of halogens is sinnlar to that of hydrogen. The surface structure of H/Si(lOO ) has
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(a) 2xl

(b) 3xl

~
(c) lxl (symmetric)

(d) lxl (canted)

~
Figure -!.1: Sciwmatic illustration of the (a) 2Xl, (b) 3xl. (c) symmelric
l x 1 allCI (d) ca ntc·d 1xl structures of H/Si(100).
been PXtensiYely studied , and three phases " ·ith 2 x 1, 3 x 1 and 1 x 1 stJ·uctmes lJa,·e been kuowu to exist, whose hydrogen coverages aTe 1, 4/3 and 2,
respecti\'ely [76, 77]. They are schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The 2x1
structure , whi h results from a moderate expos me of the clem1 Si(100) surface
to the (atomic) hydrogen atmosphere, retains the 2xl periodicity seen for
tb clean surface, with hydrogens saturating Si dangling bonds and forming
monohydride c]imers. The saturation H exposure at 380 K results iu the 3 x 1
structure, which consists of alternating rows of monohydride dimer units and
dihydride units [78]. With a further exposure at l'Oom temperature, the l x 1
phase, which is composed only of dihydride species, b gins to be observed
[79]. Au ab initio calculation [80] showed that for the lx1 phase the structure
with canted dihydrides shown in Fig. 4.1(d) is energ tically more favorable
Lhan the symmetric struct ure shown in Fig. 4.l(c), though the question as
to which structure is realized remains u11auswered experim entally.
In analogy to H/Si (100), halogen atoms arc expected to saturate dangling
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bond of the clean Si(lOO) without disruption of the dimcrs for a moderate
exposure to halogen gas. In fact, experimental [81. 2, 83, 16, 8-1] as well a~
theoretical [85, 86, 87] studies have been performed int<·nsi,·ely to determine
the adsorption sites of Cl atoms for CI/Si(lOO), and all these tudies a.gre d
that the d;mgling bond site is the most fa,·omble site, though some of them
suggested the presence of another specie~ which resides in between tbe two
Si atoms of a dimer as a metastable state [83 , 16, 84. 86]. Several experiments ha\'e also been performed for Br/Si(lOO) [88, 89. 90] and I/Si (100)
[91], which h;we given sim ilar results to those for Cl/Si(lOO), though there
is few theoretical work conccruing these systems except for a sPmi-em pirical
cluster calc nla.tion for Br/Si(100) [92]. Tbus the Cl/Si(100), Br/Si(lOO) and
I/Si(lOO ) surfaces with a co\'erage of 1 i\11 are considered t.o assume a structure simil;u· to that for I-1/Si(lOO) sho,nt in Fig. ~.l (a) .
As mentioned abo\'e, 011> of th~ main goals of im·£'st.igations on halogenadsmbed Si su rfaces is to de"elop a microscopic understand ing of etcltiug
processes so that better control of these pro cc~ s could be ac omplishccl.
E tching geu ' rally consists of the following t ltrec s1cps: ( 1) i\ lolecule. iu tlu-.
gas phase are incident upon the . urface. (2) The incid 'ul molecules react
with substrate atoms to form volatile compound .. (3) The compounds are
dcsorbed spontaneously or thermally. Thus experiments Oil etching usually
monitor etching products (i.e. , desorbed species) und<'r continuous exposu re
of the surface t.o halogen gas [93, 94]. Such experiments ill\·ol\'e all the three
steps mentioned above and thus realistically simulate etching processes that
are of technological relevance. However, results of such experiments are hard
to interpret and do not provide a microscopic view of what is going on, a~
they a.re complicated by each of the three processes.
Several experiments have focused ouly on the step (3) above, i.e. , the th rma l desorption of silicon halides from halogen-adsorbed silicon surfaces. Although the surface structure is basically similar for the adsorption of the halogens and hydrogen as described above, completely different behaviors have
been observed as regards etching. Thermal desorption studies for Cl/Si(100)
[15 , 16, 17] and Br/Si(lOO) [18, 19] have shown that the SiCl2 and SiBr2
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Th e atomic stru ct ure of the surface with 3xl ordered missing
rows.
spe<:irs a.rc amoug tlw domin a nt products, respectively. On the other haud ,
therm al d t"sorp1ion from H/Si (100) [20. 21] <Uld I/Si (100) [1 8] yields mainly
H 2 mokc ulcs aud I atoms, rcs p ccti 1·cl ~·. with only a small fraction of silicon
hyd rides or iod id es. This clellfly sh011·s thM etching proceeds mu ch more effic iently with th e adsorption of Cl and Br Lhan with that of H and I , though
a microscopir mechanism of the etching (i.e., t.he deso rption of the dihalides)
has not been understood yet. ~otr tha t J ackman et al. fouud two peaks,
caJl ed o and {3 , in thermal dcsorptiou sp ectra (rom Cl/Si(100), Br/Si(100)
and I/Si(lOO) [1 5, 18] . As the exposure to halogen gas is increased , th e {3
peak sat.urat es in magni t.ude, while tlw o peak seems to continue developing
without an apparent limit. There fore they considered that th e {3 peak represents chemisorbed species, while the o peak is indica ive of th · formation of a
siLicou ha.lide corrosion phase. We discuss here only the desorption products
correspond in g to the\ ell-defin ed {3 peak.
A candidate for an intermediate state of the etching process can be envisaged based on the results of an STi'vi study by Chancier et al. for Br/S i(lOO)
[95]. They revea.led that while exposure of the su rface to Br2 gas first produces a 2x 1 mono bromide structure, furth er exposure results in the appearance of 3 x 1 ordered missing row . The 3 x lunit cell for this structure is composed of a monobromicle dimer and a missing Si atom site, as shown in Fig.
4.2. Chander et aJ. proposed t hat this structure results from the desorption
of the SiBr2 species from the 3x1 surface as shown in Fig. 4.l(b) , since th e

Figure 4.3: T he atom.i c structures of t he (a) ini tial and (b) final states of t he
isomerization reac tion cl~sc rib ed in the text.
H/Si(100) surfac<:' , wlrich should be chem ica lly a.nalogous to th e Br/S i( 100)
surface, exhibits t.his structure under given con ditions. Then. howe,·er, a rema.rkable diffcrCB<'C with regard to etc hing manifests itself agaiu b twe<>n H
aud Br. For H tho" 3xl surface is quite stable against. etchin g, while for Dr
t he SiBr 2 species aTe Yola.t ile and easi ly d eso rl~ecl.
While t he 3 x 1 surface is a possible c11ndidate for an inten nediatc st<et,c of
the thermal desorption of the dihalide species from high-co,·emgc surfaces, de
Wij s et al. proposed another mechanism for the desorption of SiCb. which
ca.n be operative even at low-coverage smfaces [95]. The mechanism involves
a monochloride- clichloride isomerization reaction:
2SiCl(a) __, SiC1 2 ((t)

+ Si(s),

where th e Cl atom attached to one Si atom of a cl imer hops onto the other
Si atom of the dimer. The initial and final states of the reaction are depicted
in Fig. 4.3.
In this chapter, we investigate X/Si( 100) (X=H, Cl , Br or I ) surfaces with
first-principl es electronic structure calcu lations and the population nnalysis
scheme described in Subsec. 2.2 .3. In Sec. 4.2, the ca1culationaJ condition s
adopted in the present ch apter are described along with the test calculatio ns
we p erformed for checking the convergen cy of calculated quantities with re-
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spect to a number of parameters. In Sec. -1.3 , tiH' monohalide (or monohycli·id e) 2xl smfnccs as hown in Fig. 4.l(a) , which an• ubiquitously obsen·ed
in exp rim en s, are studiNl in order to gain insights iut o trends of the Si-X
intent ·tion .. From Sec. 4.4 to Sec. -1.1, we discu. s etching processes in which
the SiX 2 speci s ar (thermally) dcsorbed from the stu·face. vVc consider two
kiuds of t.h surfaces invoh·ing the SiX2 pccies. One is the 3x 1 surface as
shown in Fig. 4.l(b) with a co,·erage of 4/3 1\IIL (Sec. 4.4) while the other
is a 2x 1 urface with a coverage of 1 !IlL which is similar to the surface
shown in Fig. 4.3(b) (Sec. 4.5). By mean of calcu lations of the desorpt ion
l'n rgi s of the SiX2 unit~ from these surf<tces as 11·ell as population an<tlyses
JWrfonued in the way described in Subscc. 2.2.3, we address the qu est ion as
to why etchi.ng proceeds mor eflicient]_,. with the adsorption of Cl and Br
than with that of H <\nd I. In Sec. -1.8, the H/Si(1 00) lxl surfnce, which
is . usccptiblc to t'lc hin g in !.he Jir·esence of atomic hydmgen !JO.S [76, 77] , is
I ril'fl y di. cussed.

4.2

Calculational conditions

Tot a] energy calc-ulations '·ere based upon the local density ftwctional
formalism. Ab initio pseudopotentials in the separable form [30] were employed. The pseuclopoteutials for Si and Cl are of the BHS type [33], while
those for H, Dr and I are of the TM type [31].
Wavc functions w -re exp <tnded in terms of a plane wave basis set with an
~·nergy cutoff of 18 Ry. In order to check the cutoff-dependence of calculated
qu~1ntities , test calculations were performed for the Si)4 molecules (X= H, Cl,
Brand 1). The equilibrium Si-X bond lengths for X=Cl, Brand I calculated
with a cutoff of 18 Ry are 2.03, 2.21 and 2.45 A, respectively, which do
not vary appreciably as the cutoff is increased. Note that the corresponding
experimental values are 2.01±0.02, 2.16±0.03 and 2.43±0.02 A. On the other
hand, the equilibrium Si-H bond length is calculated with a cutoff of 18 Ry to
be 1.52 A, which is slightly different from the converged value of 1.50 A. (The
experimental value is 1.48 A.) However, we confu·med for H/Si(l OO) surfaces
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tha t the calculated quant-ities of intcreM such a. the desorption cnergic. of
SiH 2 and the oYerlap populations change little as the energy cutoff is rai eel
from 18 Ry to 30 Ry. I\ ot e that an energy cu toft· of at least 50 Ry was foun I
to be requ ired to perform calculat ions for F /Si(lOO) cYe n with a Tl\1 soft
pseudopot enti itl for F, iudi cating that the use of an ultrasoft pseudopotent.i~tl
is necessitated for making them feasible.
vVe first performed geometrical optimizations without any symmetry constraints using sets of 12 and 8 k points for calculat ions with the 2x1 and
3 x 1 unit cells, respcctiYely, and id ent ifi ed the symmrtri('S th<lt I he optimized
atomic configurations !Ja,·e. We then •mployccl k point Sl' ts con ist.ing of cf~
fective 48 and 32 k points for c<tlculations with the 2x1 and 3x1 unit cells,
respectively. By taking account of the symmet ries found with the above geomet rical optimizations, only 20 (15) k. points <mlong -18 (32) points shou ld bl"
explicitly treated for the 2x1 (3xl) unit cell. Sin ce lhc calculated overlap
popu lations were found to depend critically upon k, it firs t seemed that a
large number of k points arc required to obta in the converged v~lncs for the
total oYcrlap populatious, the calc ul atious of which im·oh·e sampling on• r k.
points. Howev<:'r, the quantities of int erest (incl ud ing th e m·crlap popular
Lions) calculated with the 2x1 (3xl) unit ct>ll did uot vary significant ly, as
the number of A· points was increased from 12 (8) to ~8 (32), indicating th at
they are well com·erged as regards the k poiut tiampling. All the quantities
presented hereafter were those calculated "·ith the sets of 48 and 32 k points
for the 2x1 and 3x1 unit cells, respecti,·cly, unless otherwise stated. ote
that these sets were taken to be equiYalent to each other so that total energies
calculated with the 2x1 and 3x1 unit cells can be compa red directly.
We used supercells composed of a slab representing the smf ace and a
vacuum region for separating slabs located repeatedly in the direction perpendicular to the surface. A vacuum region of about 7 A was adopted, which
was found to be thick enough by comparison with calculations with a vacuum region of more than 15 A. The slab consists of 6 layers of Si, a layer
of adsorbates on the upper surface and a layer of hydrogens that terminate
dangling bonds of Si on the lower surface. Calculations with a slab including
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-I.3. 2x 1 JJJOJlOilalidejmonolJ.nlrid(' s111"faccs

X
H
Cl
Br
I

c [A]

1.5-l
2.07
2. 2-1
2.46

,\ [deg.]
110.5
109.2
109.0
107.2

d [A]
2.41
2.42
2.-12
2.-12

a [A]
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.35

Table 4.1: The values of some structural parameters characterizing the optimized structure of the X/Si( 100) 2 x 1 monoh alid e (or monohydride) surface
with a coverage of 1 t--'11. For t he definitions of th e parameters, S('e Fig. -i.-1.

Figure 4.-1: Th e dc·finitions of some stm ct ural parameters characterizing th e
X/Si(100) 2xlmonohalide (or mouohyclrid c) surface.
10 lay rs of Si were also performed for some surf>"\ ·es, the optimized surface
s tructure being ;dmost id cutica1 to th at for the 6-laycr slab.

4 .3

2 x l monohalide /monohydride surfaces

Before disc ussing surfaces involving the SiX2 species that might be di rectly related to etching pro ·es es, we first discuss the 2x1 monohalid e (or
monohyclride) surfitces wilh 11. coverage of 1 ML (Fig. 4.l(a)), which are most
frequent ly observed in experiments.

4.3.1

Surface stru ct ure

Several structura l parameters for the optimized surfaces, whose definitiOJ1S are illustrated in Fig. 4.4 , are summarized in Table 4.1. Geometrica.1
optimization procedures yielded surface structures consisting of symmetrical
monohalide (or monohydride) dim ers for all the adsorbates, in accord with
experiments for the H/Si(100) [97], Cl/Si(100) [16] and Br/Si(100) [88] surfaces. Thus the adsorption of the halogens and hydrogen removes th e tilt

of th e Si dimers "·hich is seen for th e clean Si(100) surface. The lengths
of the Si-Si backbouds, a , are a.lmost constaut for al l t he kinds of th e adsorbates, whil e those of th e Si-Si climcr bonds, d, are slightly lon ger for the
th ree halog · ns tlmn for hydrogen. This pffect might be related to t he hu·gc
clcctroncgati,·ities of th e halogens as comparecl to that: of hydrogen. Not,e
that the dimer bond length in the buckk cl dimcr of th e clean Si(lOO ) snrfar·c
is calculated to be 2.30 A, which is considerably shorter reflecting tlH' fact.
that the dimer bond bas double-bond-like character. The lengths of the Si-X
bonds, c, should be compared to those fm· the fre e SiX4 molecules, which
were alculated to be 1.52, 2.03 , 2.21 and 2.45 A for X= H, Cl, Br a nd I,
respect ively. As is apparent from Table -1.1 , the bonds are slightly longer at
the surfaces.
Slight variations can be seen for the angles between the Si-X bond and
the Si-Si dimcr bond , x. among th e difi"erent adsorbates. Since alllhe kinds
of the adso rbates studied here (including hydrogen) hav larger electronegativities than Si , they are con idered to be negatively charged at the surface,
resulting in the Coulomb repulsion between neighboring adsorbates. Thus
the adsorbate atoms in a lin e perpendicular to the dimer row would arrange
themselves so that the distances between the nearest-neighbor atoms arc all
equal (i.e. 3.84 A) , if it were not for the energy loss du e to the strain of the
Si-X bonds [88]. With the lengths of th e Si-Si dimer bonds and th e Si-X
bonds presented in Table 4.1 , the a.n gles x would be 117.8°, 110.1°, 108.5°
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6-l

X
H
Cl
Br
I

Em"l [c\"]
219
5.35
4.5
3.62

Eatom [eV]
3.5
3.9
3.3
2.6

Table 4.2: The desorpt ion energies of X 2 molecules, £ 11101, and X atoms,
EaLom·
and 106.8° for X= H, Cl, Brand J, l'<'S]l<'rl ind~'· Actually, th ere is a tenden y
~o avoid the bou d-straiu , keeping \ d ose to t he optimal aJ1gle, which is the
telrllhed ral angle of l09. 5°. This effect reduces \ for X=H from 118° to
111 °. Jn tb optimized st.ru ct.ur<'s . the r('pulsion between t he atoms in the
Sil lll C eli mer is d ominar\t for X= H. 11'hil0 t h~t b etween t he atoms in adjaC<'llt dirn<'rs is sign ificant for X = I. The la tt er is responsible for th e c( -lx2)
s tructure observed for 1/Si( !OO) at a co1·crage of 0. 5 ML , where monoiodide
dimcrs and vacant dimers alternat e with each other [91] . (There should a lso
be a signifi caut repulsion b etween t he iodine atoms adjacent a long the climer
row direction, which are 3.84

4 .3 . 2

A apart

from each other.)

D esorpt io n e n er gy of a d s orbates

The desorption energies of t h X2 mole ules, Emol • a re shown in Table
4.2. They were calculated by subt racting the total energies of the adsorbed
system s from the sum of those for the clean smface (composed of buckled
dimers) and the free molecules. An ab initio calculat ion by de Wij s et al. for
CI/Si(100) yielded 5.3 eV for Emob in close agreement wit h our results [87].
Using the experimental values for the dissociat ion energies of the gaseous
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be underest im a ted slight ly as compared to th eir tonnt Np<u ts that woulrl
be obtaim~cl using th e tot al energies for the free atoms c alcul<tt~·d with the
DFT-LDA scheme, since i t is known to mTrestimate dissoc iation energies of
molecu les in general comp;u·ecl to expcrinlC'nts. It is expecl.<'d from T>thk ·1.2
that d esorption of l-h mole ul es ancl l atoms ca n take plac<" relatively easi ly.
In fact, thermal d esorption st udies for H/Si(JOO) [20, 21] and I/Si( JOO ) [18]
showed t hat 1-h and I are the d om in ant d esorption products , respectil'ely. For
CI/Si( 100), the amount of the desorb d C l a tom was observed t.o be small
[15] or neg.ligible [17 , 16] , SiCh bPiog the d omiu a n t pl'Odwt. For Br/Si( 100) ,
Jackm a n et al. repor ted the desorpti on of Br atoms [18], while Flowers ct
a!. found no evidence of it. ,mel concluded tha t all t he adsorbed Br atoms
desorb as SiBr2 [19]. T hese obserl'<tt ions arc qu a lit at ively consiotent with the
desorption energies sho11·n in Ta.blc 4.2 in th at th~ bond s trength s of t he Si-X
bonds are in th e order of Si-Cl > Si-Br > Si-1. :'- lor ' thorough discussions
will be gin•n in Sec . -1.6.

4.4

3 x 1 surfaces

In this section , we discuss the X/Si(100 ) 3 x l s urfaces (wit h X=H ,
or Br) consisting of alternating monobaliclc (mon ohydrid c) dim ·r u11its a nd
dihalide (clihyclricle) units, as shown in Fig. 4.1( h). Calculations were perform ed with th e 3xl uni t cell a nd 4/3 i\ IL of th e adsorbates. We have not
performed such calcul at ions for I/Si (100), sin ce t he 3 x 1 surface seems un real ist ic due to the subs tantial interatomic repulsion between th<' adsorbed
iodine atoms .

4.4.1

Surface struct ure

As a result of th e optimizat ion s of t be atomic co nfi gurations, both the

X2 molecules [98] which are 4.8, 2.5, 2. 0 and 1.6 eV for 1:-1 2 , Cl2, Br2 and
I2, respect ively, the desorption energies of the X atoms (i.e. , t,he Si-X b ond

(SiXh and SiX2 units were found to be symmetric for all the kinds of the
adsorbates. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 display sel'eral structural param eters charac-

energies), Eatom• ca.n b e esti mated from Emol and are also clis pla.yed in T a ble
4.2. It should b e noted that Eatom obtained with the above pro cedure might

t erizing the optimized structmes, the definition s of which a re shown in Fig.
4.5. For X=H , t he angle between t he Si-S i dimer bortd a nd an Si-H bond in
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c [A]
1.54
2 09
Br 2.30
X
H
Cl

\ [dcg.J
110.9
98.8
98.5

d [A]
2.41
2.39
2.40

(I

[A]

2.35
2.36
2.37

Table 4.3: Th(' valu<'S of some structural parameters characterizing the
monohalide (or monohydrid e) dimer uni t for the optimized st ructure of the
X/S i(100) 3xl surfac with a coverage of 4/3 i\fL. For the definitions of the
param ·tcrs, see Fig. -!.5.

X b [A]
H 2.34·
Cl 2.30
Br 2.28

a [cleg.J
108.5
103.0
98.7

f) [deg.J
110.5
112.9
11-U
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a dimer unit , \, is almost identical to t hat for the 2xl monohydride surface
(which is dose to th e tetrahedral angle of 109.5°), whilP the direction" of rh e
Si-X bonds appronch the surface normal "in the cases ofX=Cl and Br with \
equal to 99° and 98°, respecti,·ely. Th('se results clearly sho'" that. th e stru<:tures of th e 3 x 1 surfaces for X=Cl and Br are highly st rained . .-\ s mentionrtl
in the previous section, the Cou lomb repulsion between the ac!Borbatcs docs
not alter the surface st ructu re sign ifi cantly in the case of the 2x l monohalide (or monohydricle) sw·faces with a covemge of 1 ML. However. at t he
3 x 1 surfaces with a larger covera ge of 4/3 tv!L, such ~ repulsive inter a ·tion
becomes so appreciable as to siguifi ca ntly distort the surfac~ structures for
X=Br and Cl. In cont rast, as H is ,·ery snw ll in atomic size, the in teratomic
repulsion between the neighboring hydrogens in adjaceut monohydJ·idc <•nd
clihydride units is negligible e,·en for the 3x 1 surface, and such a repulsive
interaction manifests itself on ly when t he H/Si (100 ) 1 x l stru ct ure with an
even larger co,·crage of 2 i\'IL is form cl , where the structure in,·o!ving c,aul ed
dihyclricl e units (Fig. 4.1(d)) becomes ~ne rgct ically favor:~blc, as was. hown
by Northrup [80].

Tabk 4.4: The values of some structural parameters characterizing the elihalide (or dihydrid r) unit for th e opti mized structnre of t h e X/Si(100) 3xl
surface wit h <1 coverage of -l/3 i\ [L. For the definitions of the parameters, see
Fig. 4.5.

Figure 4.5: The definitions of several stru tural parameters characterizing
the X/Si(100) 3xl surface. Its side view is also show n. Note th at the SiX2
unit i bonded to the substrate with two Si-Si back bonds.

The strain of t:he surface st ructures found for the halogen-adsorbed surfaces can also be seen from the Si-Si backbonds of the (silicon) diLi\lide units.
The lengths of the backbonds, b, are 2.30 and 2.28 A and the angles between
the two back bonds that bind a dihalide uni to th e surface, /3, are 112.9° and
114.4° for X=Cl and Br, resp <?ctively. On t he other hand , the correspondin g
structural parameters for X=H are 2.34 A ami 110.5°, and th ey are quite
similar to those for crystalline Si, which are 2.35 A<mel 109.5°. The contraction of the backbonds seen for the halogen adsorption is not because they
become strengthened but because the dihalide units are pushed toward the
surface due to the interatomic repulsion between the adsorbates. In fact , it
will be shown below that the desorption energies of the units are reduced for
X=Cl and Br as compared to that for X=I-l.

ClwptN 4. Etching of Si(lOO)

6

~ [eV f6xl unit cell]

H
0.50

Cl
H3

Br
-0.04

Tab le 4.5: T he calc ul ated values of the energy di:fferences 6 between the
X/S i(lOO) 3x 1 and 2x1 surfaces per 6xl un it ceLl. For th e defin it.ion of 6 ,
see Eq. (·U).

4.4.2

Stability of the 3 x l surface and estimation of
the surface strain energy

For C'St im ati ng how ~ ta hi.· th e X/Si( 100) 3 x 1 surface can exist compared
to the 2xl monohalidc (or monohydride) surface, a chemical potential of
the atom X should be in trodu ced as a parameter beca.use th · number of
·1he adsorh<lte atoms is different for t hese two surfaces. Here we simply take
il to be the chemical potential for "'hich X2 molecules can be formed from
a rcticrvoir of X atoms wit h no cost in ene1·gy. Then the energy difference
1., twecn the 3 x 1 and 2 x 1 surfaces . ..J., is expressed as

6 = E(2

X

1) + E(X2)- E(3

X

1),

(4. 1)

where E(3 x 1) and .E(2 x 1) are the total energies of the 3x1 and2x1 surf>1Ct's pc1· 6x 1 1tnit cell, respect.i,·ely, and E( X 2) is the total energy of an X2
molecule. T he calcu lated vah1es for 6 are displayed in Table 4.5. The negaliYe 6 for X=Br implies tha.t th · Br/Si(100) 3x 1 surface is only a metastable
state. ('We made it sure by a calculation with the 6xlunit cell that the3xl
surface is a stable struct ure corresponding to a local minimum of th e total
energy as a fun ction of the atomic posit ions, and does not spontaneously
t.rm1sform to the 2x 1 surface.) This might be related to the exp erimental
observa tion th at th e 3x1 ordered missing row struct ure for Br/Si( lOO) is
found only after th e surface is annealed to high temperatures of 850-900 K
[95]. T he formation of the missing row structure (designated as "3xl(MR)")
cm1 be envisaged as follows:
2

X

1

~- 3 X 1 ~ 3

X

1(MR),

(4.2)

6!)
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where I;+ · /,;_ and krl arc the rate con~1an1s of the corresponding transformations. /,;d is determin ed from the desorption energy of SLD r2, " 'hich is
smal l (abou t 1-2 eV) , as will be sho"·n below. The activation banirr for t!H'
transformation fr om the 2xl to the 3x1 surface. which detennines k+. is
expected to be large, not only because the transformation inYolves ex t nsi\·c
rearrangements of bonds between substrate Si atoms but also because the
3 x 1 surface is greatly destabilized by the in teratom ic repulsion between til
adsorbed Br >),toms as is apparent from the negati ,·e 6. Therefore the bftnier
can b e sunnountcd only a t high tempcratur s. One the 3xl surface (w ith
SiBr 2 uni ts on it) is formed, however, th e desorption of SiBrz readily tal;es
place ami then the missing row structure is rabi lized due to the little chance
of transformin g back to the 2 x 1 surface.
6 presented in Table 4.5 can be considered to be del<>rmincd by th e
following three contributions: (1) the net energy gai11 Ebond involved in
tiP cle<wage of one X-X bond and the format ion of two Si-X bonds, (2) th e
energy Joss Erep due to the int ratomic repuls ion bd.wern t h adsorbates and
the rl'su ltaut surface strain , and (3) th e eu('rgy Ea rr required lo rearrange
subs trM e Si atoms from the 2xl to the 3x1 configu ration , i.e. ,

6 = Ebond- Erep- Earr-

(4.3)

Ebond can be taken to be equal to E 1110 1 shown in Table 4.2 for th monoh alide (or monohydride) surfaces. Assuming Erep = 0 for X=H, Earr is
estima ted to be 1.69 eV , which can be reasonauly taken to be independent
of the kind of the adso rbates. Then one can estimate Er p for X=C l a nd Br
to be 1.23 and 2.93 eV p er 6x 1 unit cell or 0.62 mJd 1.47 eV per 3x1 uni t
cell, respect ively.

4.4.3

Desorption energy of SiX2 units

Th e desorption energies Edes of the SiX2 units are presented in Table 4.6.
Edes was simply defined to be the energy difference between those optimized
stru ctures before and after the desorption that were obtained by calculations
with the 3x 1 unit cell. Actually, if a row of SiX2 units along t be dimer
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H

X

Cl

Br

Dn~p

[c\'] 5.03 3.11 2.31
k\ '] 0.27 2.19 2.99
0.62 1.47
0
[cV]

Dntho.-

[eV]

Ecles
D

0.27

1.57
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1.52

Table 4.6: The desorption energies Edes of the SiX2 units at the X/Si(lOO)
3x 1 su rfaces. Also sho"·ll arc the differeuces D between Ebulk and Edes•
where Ebulk is the bond enrrgy per 2 Si-Si bouds of bulk Si , which is 5.3 eV.
Drcp aud Dother arc th e contributions to D from the interatomic repu lsion
betw<'t'u t he acborbatcs and the otlwr dfccts, respectively.

row direction arc desorbed , th substrate Si atoms to which those SiX 2 units
bonded are exposed ~ucl nrc rxpcckd to form dimcrs iu t he du·ection
pcrpcudicular lo I hat of the surfar:e dimers, as schemat ically illustrated iu
Fig. ~.6. Such a situation i. cxpC'ctcd to be realized i11 the 3xl ordered
missing row ~t rurlure obsern'd for 13r/Si(100). The use of the 3x1 tu1it cell
iu the ca l cu la tion~. howcYer. prohibited such climer forl!lati on .

<HI'

Thus we abo 1wrfonned calculations for Br/Si(lOO) with the 3x2 unit cell,
where a set of 4 /,; poiULs were em ployed to make t.he calculations tractable.
\Ve considered three kiuds of the 3x2 surfaces, which contain m SiBr2 units
per 3x2 unit cell with m = 0, 1 and 2. The total energies for the three
surfaces, which arc denoted by Eo, £ 1 and E2 , were calculated. The surface
with 711 = 2 has ac tually the 3xl periodicity. We can then obtain the desorption enru·gies of an SiBr 2 unit in the presence and absence of SiBr2 units
adjacent t.o it, which are denoted by £ 1, and Ea, respectively. EP is given
by £ 1 +E(SiBr2)- E2 , wh.ile Ea is expressed as Eo+ E(SiBr2)- E 1 , where
E(SiBr2) represents the total energy of an isolated SiBr2 molecule. Ep and
E. are calculated to be 2.1 and 0.9 eV, respectively. Thus the rate-limiting
step is the desorption of au SiBr2 unit with its neighboring units present, and
once such a unit is desorbed , the desorption of one of its adjaceut units is
expected to take place relat.ively easily. The nominal value for th activation

Top view

Figure 4.6: A 3x2 surface which can be considered to correspond to the 3x1
ordered missing row structure observed for Br/Si( 100).
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energy of the thermal desorpt.iou of SiBr2 from Br/Si(100) was experimentally d lermined Lo be 1.9 eV [18] in goorl agreement with the above valu e
of 2.1 eV. His not e\·icl ent, ho,wver. "·hethrr snch a direct comparison can
be made, because the desorption i · quite a contplicittcd process and what
drtcnrti.nes the ~ctivation energy is obscme. The sum of Ep and E" differs
from 2Edcs by 1.G eV, which corre. ponds to the etwrgy gain through the
dimcr fornmtion upon the desorption of the SiBr2 units as described above.
Edes presented in Table 4.G cau be considered to represent the energy
loss as a direct. con ·qncnce of the remoYal of an Si..'\2 unit from the su rface
and do('ti not include indirect effects snrh as the energy gnin through the
di111er formation . Since an Si.X 2 nnit is bonded "·it h two Si-Si backbonds to
t.bc subst ra.tc and its desorption i.Jn·oh·cs the cleavages of these bonds, it is
inter sti ng to compare Edes wit.h twice the Si-Si bond energy. T he latter ca11
br cstimat<'d from t lw cohesiYe energy Ebulk of bulk Si, which is calculated
to be 5.3 eV fat om (or cY per two Si-Si bonds) with the LDA [99]. (Note that
the LDA 1ends l o overcsti111ftte Si-Si bond <'llergics, as cau be seen from the
fact lha.l the xpcrim eutal value of the cohesi\"t' energ • is -t6 eV /atom. lt
is quite likely tln1t such overestimation is inYOh·cd in the desorption energies
of the Si.X2 units hown in Tab!\' ~.6 and those that will be presented in
Tab le 4.7. It is still meaningful, howeYe:r, to compare Si-Si bond energies in
various environments obtained with the same calculationa l scheme, that is,
t.hc LDA in tht> present t·ase.) The difference D between Ebulk and Edes
is also displayed in Table 4.6. The comparisons suggest that the desorption
of Si..,\.2 is facilitated renHtrkably by the pres ·nce of the halogen adsorbates,
while the hydrogen adsorp tion affects the st rength of the backbonds only
slightly. These resu lts are quite consistent with the fact that the hydrogenadsorbed 3xl surface shown in Fig. -U(b) is stable and etching processes do
not proceed effic ient ly, whereas in the case of Br adsorption3x l domains with
mis ing rows are obserYed experimentally instead of suclt a surface structure
as seen for H/Si( 100).
lt i. apparent that the interatomic repulsions between the halogen adsorbates de tabili ze the 3 xl surfaces, 11·hich are the initial states of the desorp-

Figure 4.7: The atomic structure of the strain-free 2x1 surface with Si.X2
units.
tion process'S, thus IO\Yering tht> desorption energies for X=CI and Br. The
reductions Drep in the desorption en.crgics clu to the rPpulsious can be takcu
to be eq ual to Erep estimated in the pre,·ious subsec tion. which are 0.62 aucl
1.47 eY per 3x 1 unit cell for X=Cl and Br, rcspc ·tiwly. These large valu es
clearly imlicat.c that such strain (and in Ientt.omic r~pubion r<'s pousible for it)
as seen in the 3 x 1 surfaces plays a cr ucial role in we a ken ing surface bouds,
thus promoting, e.g., etching processes. The subtraclious of Drcp from D
shown in Table -!.6 yield the decreases Doth r of the desorption energies that
t<U1 be ascribed to th other effects t hall the interatomic repulsions, which
are 0.27, 1.57 ami 1.52 eY for X=H , CJ and Br, respectively. The values of
Dother <tre summarized in Table 4.6 <tlong "·ith Drcp· What gives rise to
Dother will be discussed i.n subsequent sections.

4.5

Strain-free 2 x 1 surfaces wit h SiX2 unit s

In order to address the question as to whether the desorption energies of
the SiX 2 units are actually diminished or not by the presence of the halogen
adsorbates even without the interatomic repulsion b tween the adsorbates
and the resultant smface strain , we performed calcu lations with the 2 x 1
unit cell for those model surfaces with SiX2 units which are free of strain as
shown in Fig. 4. 7. This surface structu re is similar to that proposed by de
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X

E'des [eV]
D'
[eV]
1)

H
-1.90
0.-JO
2.1

Cl
3.71
1.59
3.0

Dr
3.16
1.5-l
2.8

I
3.82

us
2.5

Table -1.7: The desorption energies E~kb of the SiX2 unit:s at the X/Si(100)
2x 1 model st rain-fTee surfaces (Fig. -1.7). The differences D' between Ebu lk
and E~l es' where Ebu lk is the bond energy per 2 Si-Si bonds of bulk Si
(=5.3 eV), ar~ presented as well as the elcctronegativities n of the adsorbate
elcm nts.

\Vij~ ct al. as a. possible intermediate stlltc of the thermal desorption process
ofSiCl 2 from th e Cl/Si(100) 2x1monodLioridesurface [9Gj. They consid ered
that such a sl rncturc is form!'cl ,·ia the monochloride-dichloride isomerization
react ion (sc<' Fig. 4.3) followed by the diffusion of the Si atom that has lost the
Cl atom. Without such a diffusion. a dich loride species once produced would
tnutsform back to a. monochloridc one before the desorption of the dichloride.
T he calculated desorptio11 energies of the Si..'\2 units are displayed in Table
.J.7. The differences D' between E~lcs and Ebulk(=5.3 eV) ru·e also shown in
Table -1.7. It is important to note that e,·en on the strain-free surfaces the
cksorpt.ion energies for X=Cl, Br ancl l are appreciably diminished compar·ecl
with I bat for X= H. And more importantly, the valu es of D' are almost equal
to Dothcr in Table 4.6 with in an error of about 0.1 eV for X=H, Cl and
Br. Th · la tter TCpresen the reductions in the desorption energies (rela tive
to the bull\ Si-Si bond t rengtb per two bonds) at the 3x 1 surfaces, with
the effect of the interatomic repulsions subtra.cted. Therefore D' (and also
Dotherl can be regarded as quantities that ru·e inherent to the adsorbate
atoms themselves and are universal in the sense that they do not depend on
the environments of Si surfaces upon which t he atoms are adsorbed.

One of the typical quantities charactcrizi11g atoms is P auling's electronegathity [100]. which is also shown for each adsorbate in Table 4.7. D' ca.n be
seen to follow closely the trends of the electronegativities. Since electroneg-

4.6. Interpretation of C'spC'riments

15

ati,· ities characterize atoms by their ability to >tttract rlectron~. it might be
reasonable to consider that the electronf'gative halogen adborbates tend to
pull significant bond chaYge out of the Si-Si backbonds associated with the
SiX2 units, wh!'reby reducing th eir desorption energies. Such an rffect is then
expected to be small for the adsorption of hydrogen , sine its <'lcctruncgativity (=2.1) is close to that of Si (=1.8). Figure -1.8 displays con tour plots
for the total charge density at the plane including the two Si-Si backhands
th~tt bind an SiX2 unit to the substrate for X=H and Dr. One cau cl0arly see
that the bond charge of those back bonds is polarized for X=B1·, while it is
uot for X=H. It is unclear, however, whether the bond clMrg<' is diminished
or not by the adsorption of Br (and the other halogens nnclcr cousickration)
as compar d to that in the case of the adsorption of H. This poi11t will be
<<cldresscd in Sec. -1.7.
There haYe been few studies that h1n·e discnss<'d weakcnings of Si-Si backbonds in the presence of clcctroncgatiw halogen adsorbates quautitath·ely,
t.hough they pl>ey quite an essential rok in clctcnuiuing ~he Pflkicneics of
a variety of etching proct•sses. Thus th e ~ystcmatic dat>~ of D' (or E~1 ,.J
presented iu Table 4.7 are exp ·cted to be of great use ill achie,·illg a comprehensive und erstand in g of etching processes of Si surfaces with halog ·u gas .
In the foll owing section, we interpret the ava il able data of 1hcrm11l desorption experiments for the X/Si( 100) surfaces (X= H, Cl, Br or I) ill term of
Edes with t.he interatomic repulsions that can manifest thrmseh·es at highcoYerage surfaces tak n in to account.

4.6

Interpretation of experiments

Table 4.8 shows again the desorption energies of the X atoms, E(X)(=
Eatom in Table 4.2), those of the X2 molecules, E(X2)(= Emol in Table
4.2), and those of the SiX2 units, E(SiX2)(= E~les i11 Table 4.7), in the
absence of the interatomic repulsions between the adsorbates. We also show
in Table 4.8 the dominant products observed in thermal desorption studies
of the X/Si (100) surfaces [20, 21 , 15, 17, 16 , 18, 19]. Comparisons among
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~.6.

X
H
Cl
Br

12

(a)
11

---

10
9
8

I
)>o

6

2

0

3

4

5

6

12

10
9
8

N

)>o

7
6
5
4

5

6

exp.

Hz
SiCl2
SiBr2 , Dr
I

Table 4.8: Th e clesorpl ion energies of the X atoms, E(X), those of t !w X2
molecul es, E(X2), a.nclthose oft.he SiX2 1.lllits, £(SiX2), in tl1e absence of the
intera tom.i c repulsions between the adsorbates (in units of eV). Also shown in
the colu mn designated as "exp:' are the dominru.tt prod ucts xpcrimcu l ally
observed in thermal ck.sorpti on sl'uclies for the X/Si(lOO) surfaces.

Sec. -!.3.

11

3

£(SiX2l
-!.90
3.71
3.76
3.82

£(X), £(X2 ) and E(SiX2 ) suggest that 1-! 2. SiCh . Brand I ar most ca ily
desorb eel for each of I he adsorbates, iu good agn·cment with the rxpe rimcnts.
It should be noted that D(X) would be slight ly !Hrgcr thrill I hose preSCJJied
in Table 4.8 if they were obta iu cd from cakula tiuus alo11~, as meuti( ned in

(b)

2

E(X2)
2.19
5.35
4.58
3.62

5

7

y [A]

0

E(X)
3.5
3.9
3.3
2.G

N

7

;.. --

71
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7

y [ AJ

Figure 4.8: Contour plots for the total charge density <tt th e plane including
th two Si-Si backbonds associated with an SiX2 unit at th X/Si(lOO) 2xl
model strain-free su rfaces with (a) X=H a11d (b) X=Br. The open, solid and
hat<'hed circles r present H, Br and Si atoms, respectively.

For Br/Si(lOO), Jackman et <ll. reported th clcsorpLion of both Dr atoms
and SiBr2 molecul es, with the ratio of the latter to the former in crca iug wit h
increasing Br coverage [18]. As the cm·m·age of th adsorbates increases, the
interatomic repulsions between the adsorbates are xpectccl to become significant especially for such large adsorbates as Br and to appreciably lowrr
the desorption energi es of SiBr2 units in a r egio11 with a locally high concentration of the adsorb fttes. Though the desorption energies of some Br atoms
are a.Jso expec ted to be dimin ished by t he repulsions, the lowCJ·ings of the
desorption energies of the SiBr 2 units are more appreciable as the desorption
of an SiBr2 unit in such a region can lead to a larger decrease in the repulsion
energy (as well as a more extensive relaxation of t he su rface stra.in which has
been induced by the repulsions) than that of a single Br atom in the same
region. Considering that the repulsion energy calculated for the Br/Si(lOO)
3xl surface is as large as 1.47 eV (Table 4.6), such a repu lsion effect can
be large enough to make the desorp ion of SiBr2 preferable to that of Br at
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high-coYCrage surfaces, in acc-ord with the abow experimental obsen·at ion by
.h1ckman and co-workers. Thus wr consider that snch att effect originated itt
th e interatomic repulsions between adRorbMcs is one of the 1110 t important
factors that determine the ef:ficicndes of nuious etching process<;>s.

:.u
~
~
total system

This can also be seen from the following observation. The peak temperatures in the ohsen·ec! thermal desorption spectra (TDS) for the Br/Si(lOO)
[18] ;uld Cl/Si(lOO) [15] urfaces are 770 and 900 K with b •ating rates of 50
K/s and 5 F./s, r especti,·cly, illustmting that SiDr2 is more reaclily desorhed
than Si '1 2 . Since th . calculated desorption energy of SiBr2 is slightly larger
thau t.hat of SiC1 2 in the ablicnce of the interatomic repulsions between the
adsorbatl'S (Tnblc 4.8) , the diffcrenre ob~eJTCd in the TDS can also be considered to be tlerin·d from surh '' rcpulsio11 effect as described above. That
is, the cksorpt.ion occ urs prefer ntially in a region with a high loca l concentration of the ~dsorbates , where the i.JJtcratomic repulsions between the
ndsorbates promote the desorption of SiBr 1 more siguifi.cantly than that of
SiC1 2 , siuce Dr is lmger in ;Liomi c . ize t.ltn1J CJ.

Adsorption of hydrogen does not induce etching, not only because it resu lts in on ly a slight weakening of the backbonds intrinsic<tlly (as can be
se·n from small D' in Table 4.7) , but nlso because it does not induce such
a repulsion effect as described above due to its small atomic size. Table 4.7
shows that the ba.ckbonds arc weakened by adsorption of iodines almost as
much as in the case of Cl or Br adsorption. Thus the fact that adsorption of
iodines does not result in efficient etching can be attributed to the weakness
of the Si-l bonds. Since the degrees of the weakenings of the back bonds seem
to roughly follow the trends of the electronegativity as has been argued in
the previous section, adsorption of fluorines , whose electrouegativity is 4.0 ,
is expected to weaken the back bonds even more significantly than that of Cl,
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subsystem A

subsystem B

Figure 4.9: Schematic illu st ration of bow the X/Si(lOO) 3x 1 surface is di,·ided
into two subsystems:\ and Bin performing a population analysis in the way
described in Subsec. 2.2.3.

4. 7

Population an alysis

In this ~c<.:tion, "·c present. and discuss t.hc results of the popul atiou au a lyses performed b means of the scheme cll'scribccl in Su bscc. 2.2.3 to ad eire.
the important question as to why th e adsorption oft he halogen >ttoms we<tkens the Si-Si back bonds significant ly as shown in T'Lbl' 4.7. We first applied
the population analysis scheme to the 3 x 1 surfaces. The total system was div ided into subsystems A and B in th · way illust rated in Fig. 4.9 to inYes t.igatc•
properties of the Si-Si back bond · associated with the Si)C2 units. NA and N 11
were taken to be equal to the numbers of the ba.~is fun tions that would b
used in calcu lations for the subsystems with minimal basis sets of the LCAO
type, i.e., 4 (1 for 2s and 3 for 2p) per Si or Cl atom, 4 (1 for 3s and 3 for
3p) per Br atom, andl (for ls) per H atom in the unit cell . The calculated
total overlap populations, p, are presented in Table 4.9 together with the
desorption energies of SiX2 . It can be seen that the totnl overlap populations
reproduce the trends of the desorption energies well. Figure 4.10 displays
the COOP curves for X=H and Br. The COOP curve for X=Cl (not shown)

tlu1s promoting etchi11g more efficiently. Note that Si-F bonds are known to

is basically similar to that for X=Br. The integrals of the COOP curves up
to the Fermi level are equal to the total overlap populations. As is apparent

be much tronger than Si-Cl bonds.

from Fig. 4.10, the COOP curve for X=Br exhibits marked negative contri-
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X
H

CJ
Br

]J

1.36
1.06
0.92

81
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~PS
5.03
3.11
2.31

Tab le -1.9: The total overlap populations, ]J , are presented together with t he
c1 sorpti u energies of SiX 2 , Ecles• cakulatccl for th e X/Si(100) 3x 1 surfaces.
/

....

10

Figure 4.11: A cant our plot for th e charge density of the orbital in th e h iglH'st
occupied band with k =f at the plm1 includin g the SiX2 uui ts. The solid
a.nd hatched circ les represen t, Br aJlCI Si atoms. rcspcniY ·ly.
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--X=Br
·········X=H

-0.8
-16

-12

0

Figure 4.10: The COOP curves with respect to the bonding between the
SiX2 unit and th€' rest of the system at the X/Si(100) 3x1 surfaces with
X=H (clotted line) and X=Br (solid line) .

bntions ranging from -3 to 0 eV relatiYe to the f<'Jilli lew!. However, these
contribu tions do not necessarily indicate t.h at th e orbit als givin g rise to them
haYe anti-bonding character with respect to th e Si-Si backboncls. Figure
4.11 displays a contour plot for the charge density distribution at the pla ne
including the Si....\: 2 units for the orbit<tl in t he highest occ upied band with
k =r, which has a large negath·e overlap population. Another charge density
plot (not shown) for this orbital at the plan e including the Si-Si backbonds
exhibits almost no chaTge around them, ruling out the possibility that the
orbital has anything to do with them. It is then apparent from Fig. 4.11 that
the large negative overlap population of the orbital stems from anti-bonding
character due to the interactions between t•lectronic levels (2p lone pairs) of
a Br atom in the SiBr 2 monomer ru1cl th e neighboring Br atom in the SiBr
dimer. There should also be bonding orbitals resu lting from the interactions,
which are considered to be responsible for the significantly enhanced bonding
contributions from -7 to -4 eV (relative to the Fermi level) seen in the COOP
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·nrve for X=Br in Fig. 4.10 as compared to those for X=H. According to tile
simple molecular orbital thcory, two fully oc~upied electronic !cYels interact
to result in a net anti.bonding contribution (that enhances as the overlap
integral between the levels gets larger). T herefore the iuter~tction between
elect rouic levels of the adsorbed Dr a toms is cousidctw! to be at least p<utly
r<:spousible for the diminished Ya!nc of the total overlap population p for
X=Dr as comp~tr d to t hat for X=H (see Table 4.9), and the same goes for
X=Cl. In this way efl"ccts that ;ue irrclc,·rult t.o auy covalent bonds but that
aff<•ct. a deso rption energy cau be partly incorporated in the corresponding
total ovcrlap popuh\t ion, wherebY achi Yiug a strong correlation between t he
desorp tion ent•rg:v ancl the total 0\·er!ap popu la tion as cau 1 c seeu from Table

-1.9.
Till' COOP ntr\'c for X= H sho,,·n in F ig. -±.10 exhibits almost no such
nC'gative contributions as sceu for X=Br (and Cl), indicating that there is
a lm o~ l no (rcpolsiYe) iut.era.ctio.tt between the electronic Im·els of the adsorlmtC's. Note tha t· the COOP cun· \YOnld cousist only of positiYe contribut ions
bt'Jo,,· tIt<' Fermi !eYe! if it were n r for any cffeds UlCt.tlTcd by tltP presence of
any adsorlJates, sin ce cH·ry state in t be ,·all' nee bancb of, . ay. pure crystalline
Si !tas bonding character' ·ith respect to the Si-S i bonds.
As described above, the total overlap populations calculated by diYiding the syst(•nt in the way illustrat eel in Fig. 4.9 contain the cont ribut ions
from the repulsive interactions b et ,,·ern the adsorbates in addition to those
orr ·sponding to the bond cluu-ge of t he Si-Si back bonds associated with
the SiX2 units. Aiming at separati_ng these two contribut,ions, we performed
population analyses by dividing the total system (i. e., the 3x 1 surface) into
three subsystem.·. namely, the SiX 2 monom er (subsystem A), the SiX dimer
(subsy tetn B). and the rest of the substrate (subsystem C) , as illustrated in
Fig. 4.12. The total oYerlap populations between the ubsystems A and B,
A and C, and B and C ru·e denoted by p(A-B) p(A-C) , and p(B·C), respectiYely, a nd are listed in Table 4.10 . The negativ values for p(A-B) indicate
the repul i,·e interactions between thf' adsorbates, which are a huost negligible
for X=H but substru1tial for X=Cl and Br, as expected. p(A-C) and p(B-C)

4.1. Populiltion ruJaJysis

~
total system
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v
subsystem A

+

H
subsystem B

+

~
subsystem C

Figure 4.12: Schematic illust rati ou of how the X/Si(lOO) 3xl surface is cliYided into three subsystems A , D and C in performing a population analysiti
in th e way described in Subset. 2.2.3.

X
H
Cl
Br

p(A-B)
-0.03
-0.25
-0.31

p(A-C)
1.30
1.22
1.09

p(B-C)
2.60
2.63
2.57

Table 4.10: The total overlap populations b etween the subsystems A and B ,
A and C, a nd B a nd C, denoted by p(A-B), p(A-C) , and 1i(D-C). For the
defin itions of the subsystems A, B and C, see Fig. 4.12.
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X
H
Cl
Dr
I

p'

E~lrR

1.3-l
1.23

-1.90

1.17
1.13

3.76
3.82
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0.5

3.71

>
~

0.0

il<

Table 4.11: The tot<d overlap popuJ>ttions, p1, and the desorption energiE-s of
SiX 2 , E~les' calculated for the X/Si(lDD) 2 x 1 strain-freP surfaces.

correspond to the bond rharge of the 2 back bonds of the SiX2 monomer <Uld
that of the 4 backbomls of th e SiX dimcr. n•spccti,·d_, .. For X=H, p(B-C)
is almost rxactly twice as large as p(A-C). indica! ing that the strengths of
th e two k inds of tlle backbonds ar!' almost iclcntintl. AR the adsorbates are
varit•d from H to C l aml Dr. p(B-C) remains almost constant. while p(A-C) is
appreciably reduced. indicating that the backboncls associated with the SiX2
monomer are more significan tly inftueuccd I y the adsorbates than thos<' of
the SiX dim cr. lt s hould be noted, however, that the um of p(A-B) and
p(A-C) dcviates a lit tit• from p gi\·en in Table 4.9 for each adsorbate, though
it s hould no t in principle. Since la rger errors in the expansions of ~he wavefunction s as shown iu Eq. (2.20) were found to ru·i~e in the present population
analyses than in those performed in the way described in Fig. 4.9 , the data
given in Table -1.10 arc considered to be Less reliable than those iu Table 4.9.
H seems that in performing population ru1alyses lhe total system should be
divided into as few subsystems as possible. \Ve discuss below only the results
of the population analyses in which the tota l system was divided into tiYO
subsystems, i.e., the Si.,X2 unit_and the rest of the system.
\Vc then performed population analyses for the 2xl strain-free surfaces,

0
0

u

-0.5

-1.0

--X=Br
·········X= H

- 16

-12

-8

-4

0

E-EF [eV]

Figure 4.13: The COOP cun· s with respect to the bonding betwc~n th e SiX 2
unit and th e rest of tl..t • sub trat.c at the X/Si(lOO) 2xl s t rnin-free surfan·s
with X=H (dotted line) and X=Br (solid line).
The COOP curves for X=H and Br are shown in Fig. 4..13. The COOP curve
for X=Br (ru1d also those for X=Cl and I , though not shown) •x hibits large
negat i1·e contribu tions just below the Fermi le1·el, wbicl1 are almost nbsen
in the case of X=H. Thcrefore it might first appear that the orbitals yielding
these negative contribu tions a rc responsible for the substantial reduction
in the total overlap populations seen for the halogens. By examining ~he
charge density distribut ion of t.he orbitals, it was found that they are derived
from the Si dangling bonds present at the surfaces, and th eir ant i-bonding
character is considered to r esult from the in tcractions of the dangling bonds
with the adsorbates. HmYever , the molecular orbital theory ensures that the

which do not iuvolve the interatomic repulsions between the adsorbates. The
raJ ulat.ed total overl ap populations, p', are displayed in Table 4. 11 along

corresponding bonding orbitals shou ld be present lower in euergy.

with the desorption energies of SiX2 • It can be seen that the total overlap

populations substantially or not , we pmformed total nergy calculations and

populations for the halogens are significantly small er than that for hydrogen.

population analyses for X/Si(lOD) 2 x l surfaces that are identical to the sur-

In order to determine ·whether such interactions affect the total overlap
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X
H

p"
1.35

CJ 1.22
Br 1.12
I 0.96
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Edes_
-1.89

3./6
3.55
2...J9

Tabl 4.12: The total overlap populations, p", ami the de orption energies
of Si..'C2 , Edc , calculated for X/Si{lOO) 2x1 surfaces that are identical to
th e su rfac •s ~s show n in Fig. 4.7 except in that the Si dangling bonds are
termi nated by hydrogeus.
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anti-bonding orbit als deri,· d from the daugliug boud . Such 1m ov•rrstimation is often seen in the l\lu ljjl,en population analysis especially for 11noccnpied states (see, e.g., Fig. 2.1). and might b · seen also for partially occupird
states such as the dangling bond states. As the atomic sizes of t.hc adsorbates increase from Cl to I, the oYeresti..ma tion is expected to become morc
pronounced and to result in larger errors in the total oycrJap pop ulat ions.
vVe then discuss the relation between a desorption energy a.nd the corresponding total overlap population. The total cnCJ·gy of a system ,
can be expressed as a sum of th elcctron-cl<?ctron, electron-ion a.nd ion-ion
interaction energies (denoted by E., Eci and £;;, respect h·cly) as

E,.,

( -U )
faces discn~s d abo,·e (shown in Fig. -1.7) e..'ccpt in that the Si dangling bonds
prrst-nt at thC' lat.l.<'r suJ·faces are terminat ed by hydrogens. Th e calculated
desorpti n e1wrgi<.'s and the total owrlap populations are prrsented in Table
..J.l2. As is apparent from Tables ..J.11 and 4.12 , the total on•rlap populations
are almost id<mtical for X=Cl {<tnd also for X=H) incspertive of whether the
dangling bonds are terminal<'d by hydrogens or not , which rules out the possibility that the interactions between the dangling bonds fl.lld th e fl.dsorbates
contribute much to the red uction in t,he total O\'erlap popu lations seen fo r
the l1alogens. (Note that for X=Br and I the repulsive interactions between
orbitals of the adsorbates and ones of the terminating hydrogens become
appreciable, as CaJJ be seen from the smaller desorption energies compared
t.o those for t he ·urfaces without. th e tf>rminating hydrogens, and diminish
the total overlap populations.) Therefore we can safely interpret the total
overlap popu lations shown in Table 4.11 as the bond charges of the Si-Si
backbonds aJld conclude that the bond charges are substantially diminished
by the adsorption of the halogens as compared to that in the case of the
hydrogen fl.dsorption.
The total overlap popul ations shown in Table 4.11 are, however, somewhat inconsistent with the trends of the desorption en rgies ru1d the electronegativities for the halogens. This might be at-tributed to an overestimation of the absolute values of the (negative) overlap populations for the

VVh en a many-elect ron problem is rcd.uct•d to a one-electron problem by 1rcating the electron-electron int eractions in a mean-field manner, one obtains the
one-electron energies {f 1, } and the s um of th em OYer all the occu1 iPd oneelect ron orbitals, Eo<• is equa l to 2E., + E,; clue to th e double co untiu ··~of
the electron- electron interactions. \Ve then obtai n the followin g ex pression
for the total energy [101]:
(-1.5)

The desorption energy of a unit , Ed , is defin ed as th e difference between the
total energies b efore and after its d sorption , wh.ich can be decomposed in to
the differences of the above three terms as
(4.6)

The total overlap population has been shown to be roughly proportional to
f>Eoe [4], while the second and third terms in the right hand side of Eq.
(4.5) cannot usually be neglected. Figure 4.14 displays the relation between
the desorption energies of the SiX2 units and the corresponding total overlap
populations presented above for the 3 x l surfaces, the strain-free 2 x 1 surfaces
(with dru1gling bonds) , and the 2x1 su rfaces wit.h dan glin g bonds terminated
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by hydrogens , where a strong correla tion brtwocn them can be clPar!y seen.
It can be seen from Fig. -!.1.f t hat the oYerlap populations rcpToduc all
the qnalitat.iw trends of the clesorptiou eucrgics. i.e .. the dimi nished bone!
charge of the Si-Si barkbonds for the halogen adsorption compa red to th at
for the hydrogen adsorpt ion, the int<'radso rbatc repulsions a.nd the rep ulsions
between the adsorbates and the hydrogens t.ermin<1ting I he dangli ng bonds.
(The seemingly li near relation seen in Fig. 4.14 suggests that the second and
tb ird tenus in th e right hand sid e of Eq. (4 .6) arc <th nost incl~p t• n denl of
the type of th e surfaces as well as the kim! oft he adsorln>tcs, the rc;tson for
which remains to be clarified.) This clearly indicates not only t.he.t the new
p opula t ion analysis scheme used here works well i.Ju t. also 1hat a. total o,·crhtp
populat ion calculat.ecl with the schenw can scn·c as a rough me11su rc of the
corresponding desorpt ion energy. l t might th en be possible that the COOP
C\l!Te, which clispl ays the ene rgy-resolved contributions to I he total ovt'r lap
population . can provide inforlll ation on what giH'S ri~c to t h cksorption
energy, which might be of great use in gainin g insights into, e.g., ph otoinduced etching processes.

~

5

~

4.8. H/Si(lOO) lxl surface

1.4

4 .8

H/Si(100) 1 x 1 s urface

Total overlap population

Figure 4.l.f: The Tela ion betw ·cn the desorption energies and the total
overlap populations associR.ted with the SiX 2 units for the 3 x 1 su rfaces (open
circles), the strain-free 2x l surfaces (solid circles) , and the 2x 1 surfaces with
dangling bonds terminated by hydrogens (crosses) . The solid line is a guide
to the eyes.

In th is sec tion we touch on the H/Si( lOO) I x 1 stu-fac . As dcsCJibcd
a boYe, adsor ption of hydrogens does not weakeu the Si-Si backbomls <tppreciably. In fact , thermal desorption from H/Si (lOO) surfaces yields only a
small amount of silicon-contain ing sp ecies, even if a surface prepared with
an extensive exposure to hydrogen gas, which is considered to form a 1x l
stru ture, is used. However, it has been observed by STlVJ that etchlng takes
pl ace at the 1 x 1 surfaces under a continuous exposure to atomic hydrogen
gas [76 , 77]. Note that the 2xl and 3x 1 phases a.re stable against etchin g
even under such a continuous exposure.
We calculated the tot a] energies for the H/Si (1 00) 1 x 1 surfaces consistiug
of symmetric and canted dihydrides, which aTe illustrated in F igures 4. 15(a)
and (b), respect i ely. Th e latter has been shown to be by 0.17 eV (=: 6. 1 )
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(b) 1x1 surface (canted)

(a) 1x1 surface (symmetric)

(c) 1x1 array of SiH4 (symm etric)

(d) 1x1 array of SiH4 (canted)

yyyy
(e) 2x 1 array of SiH4 (symm etric)

y

y

Figure 4.15: Several atomic onfigurations consist ing of Si and H th at are
studied in t his section in con nection with the H/Si(100) 1 x 1 surface.
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stabler than the former , in agr emeut with a p revious Cilkulatiou [80]. Thi
energy uiffcrcncc can be attributed at least parUy t:o the inH·ratotc1i repttlsion between the adsorbed h cclrogens that is expected to be signific11nt in
the fonner structure. In orckr to estimate the repulsion energ:-·. totn l energy
calcu lat ions were performed for the 1 x 1 and 2 X1 t wo-climensional arrays
of t he symmetric Sili4 units as shown in Fig. 4.15(c) a.nd (e). The dif[erence in the total energies per SiB4 unit bas been calcu lated t.o be 0.25 eV
(= 6 2), which can be regarded as the interatomic rc>pulsion enNI,'Y involved
in the 1 x 1. tructure wit h the symmetric lihydri dcs. Note t hat we perfo rmed
calcu lations for the anays of SiH.1 instead of those of Sili2 because the total energies for the latter wou ld contain ex tra interactions betw en the Si
dangling bon ds.
Boland claimed tl1<1.t th~. t rain of the backhands seen at the lx l surfa.ce
with the canted dihy<lr icles resu lts in a reduced b<urier to ctd1ing read ions
with gas-phase hydrogen atoms [71]. In ordrt· to csli tMtt the I ond-s1 nt.in
energy of t he bac:kbonds, we have ca lculated th<' tot al rnrrg:y for l'ltc J x1 ordercd two-climeusional an ay of the canted SiH 4 units (Fig. -1.15(d)). It has
hem found to be lower by 0.31 eV (= 6 3 ) t han tlwt of the 1 X] arrny of
the symmetr ic SiH.1 (Fig. 4. 15(c)), with t he a.tomi stru tmes of both arrays
optimized. It shou ld be noted that ~ 3 is larger than 62. implyi ng that some
attractive in teraction m ight be present bet,w en the canted SiH2 (or SiH4 )
un its. It ca.n be seen t hat t he strain of the back bonds invoh·ecl iu the 1 x 1
surface wit h the canted clihydrides weakens them by O.U ~\" (= 63- 6 1)
per two bonds.
We then evaluated the bond cha.rges of th e back bonds for both the 1 x 1
surfaces. T hey are 1.37 and 1.31 for those with the syrnm tric a.nd canted
cl ihydrides, respectively, refl ecting the weakening of the back bonds at the
latter smface. In calculating t he bond charges, the total system was divided
into the 1 x 1 array of the SiH 2 un its (subsystem A) and the rest of t he
substrate (subsystem B). In this case, the interatomic repu lsions between t he
adsorbates could not contri bute to the ( otal) overlap popu lations between
both subsystems, which allows them to be interpreted as the bond charges
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of the back bonds, in contrast to t he case of the 3 x 1 surfaces discussed in th e
prcY ious section.

4.9

Summary

ln this cha pl.cr, we haw st.udi ed the X/Si( 100) surfaces (X = H, Cl, Br
11) by mNws of the DFT-LDA total energy calculntions and th e populatio n annlysis scheme d escribed in Subsec. 2.2.3 in order to gain illSights into

lln

etch ing processes taking pl ace at th '. c surfaces.
Tlw 2 x 1 monohalid e (o r monohydrid e) s urfaces "·ith a coverage of 1
!I lL h an· bee n s tudi('d , ancllhe desorption cHergics of the X atoms a nd :.\2
mokc ul rs l~>lYC been oblnin.ecl. It has be 11 shown th >\t the iuteratomic repulsions hetwc('n t.IH' adsorbates a re insignificant at these lol\"-coverag surfaces.
Tl •crmal d esorption experiments for the X/Si(lOO) surfaces showed that
rh , SiCh , SiBr2 a nd I, indicating that only the adsorption of C l and Br promoteR etchin g. In ord er to clarify th e origin of such
diflcr('nt behaviors, we ha,·c considered two types of th e surfaces inYo h·ing
Si.X 2 spcc:ies on them, bot h of which can be in tennrdiatc states of the etching
processes. On e is th 3xl s urface with a coYerage of 4/3 l'v!L which consists
of alternating rows of SiX2 monomers and S~'C dimers, and th e other is a
2xl sw·face wi th a ·o,·erage of 1 !IlL. We ha,·e studied the cases of X=H , Cl
1he• ma.in produ cts nrc

and Br for th e former and those of X=H , Cl, Brand I for the latter. It has
been found that the inter<ttomic repulsion between the adsorbates results in
a highly stra ined structnrc at the former surface in the cases of X=Cl and Br
(and presumably also of X=I) , while the latter surface is free of such strain
due to th e low coverage.
'vVe have calcu lated the desorption energies of SiX2 for each type of the
sur fa ·es, and ha Yc shown those for X=Cl , Br and I to be considerably lower
than those for X=H. Based on these desorption energies, it has been revealed
that upon adsorpt ion of X a.toms onto the Si(lOO) surfaces the Si-Si backbonds that bind t he SiX2 units to the substrate a re weakened by amounts
that are inherent to the adsorbates themselves and that are a lmost indepen-
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d ent of the surrounding s urface conditions. [t has bt·cn argued i.IHll further
redu ctiou iu the desorption energies can be incurred by th e iJttcrntom i.c· repnlsion s between t he adsorbates t hat m an ifes t themseh cs at surfa c·t·s with
high coYerages of large-sized adsorbates s uch as the [lr/Si( l 00) 3 X 1 surface.
We have been ab le to ronsistcn t ly Pxphtin the antil able rxperim('nl al data on
thermal desorption from the X/Si(JOO) surfaces by ta kin g irJIO account both
of the above-mentioned effects lea.cli11g to the reduct ion in the desorption
energies of SiX2.
Since th e d egrees to which the back bonds ar · wea kened appear to follow
the trends of 1he elec tronegativi ties of tlw ad so rbates, thl' IJil't ure iu which
electroueg<tti\'e adsorbates weaken t he backbouds by pulling bonrl charg~ o ut
of them ba s been inYoked. In order to d ctf'r min c whcthc·r thP picture is correct or uot.. we haYc evalu ated the bond charg<' of th e back bonds by lllN1ll~ of
our populalion analysis sc h ~ m c and found tLal it is significa nt ly smaller iu
the l'ase of the balog'u adsorption than for th e hyd.rogcn adsorpl iou. We ha\'1•
also founcl a stron g correlation bC'twccn th e t ol al on:rlap popnlat ions (assoc iat('cl with the bonding bet\\·ccn t ile' Si:'\ 2 and thc s nrfacl') <UlcliLc d~so rpli on
cn<'rgics of Si:.\2 for <1 1l the aboYc-mml iourd su rfaces, 11·hiclJ snggcsls llli>l
th e prese nt population analy is . ch ' ll\f' can be ol' grC',l l llS(' in in tr rprdin g,
desorption energies o!Jtainccl by total energy n\lculat ions.
We have a lso st udied H/Si ( lOO ) l x l surfaces, on which etchiug has be · n
known to occur under a continuous exposure to atomic hydrogen gas. The
bond charge o[ the ba.ckbond s has been found to he snutiiPr at the stu·facc
consi ting of the canted dihydricles thaJl at that of the synmlct ric ones. This
indicates a weakening of the backbonds caused by the bond-s train at tb<'
former s urface, which might facilitate an etching reaction with gas-pbase
atomic hydrogens.
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Chapter 5
Concluding remarks
\\ie have st udied CO/ Pt ( lll ) and X/Si (lOO ) (with X being H , Cl, Dr or
I ). which a.re muong th e most. typi ·a l chem iso rpti on system. that arc of grea t
fund ament a! as well as technological itnportan ce, by mean s of the DFT-LDA
first-principles ralcu latiott S. \V<' have adclr ssccl t!tr follow in g b<1 sic qu <?stions
concerning c!temi a! bonds at thrsr surfaces: (1 ) Ho"· is th e chclll isorp tion
bond bctwecu CO ami the su rface s tably form ed at CO/Pt( lll ). (2) ll ow
do es the adsorption of th t• different adsorbat es affpc t the Si-Si backbonds,
t he cleavages of which res ult. in etching, at X /S i(lOO )'? Emphases hav• bf'e n
placed on ga ining chemical (and thu s local ) understandings of these ph nom-

en a .
While seYcTal well-establis hed popul at ion analysi schemes s uch as !VItJI like.n·s a na lysis can be exploited to acl1ieve chemical in terpretatio ns of rc>s ul ts
of calculations in which wavefun ctions are expressed as linear combin ations
of atomic orbitals (LCAO ), it has been hard to obtain local informati on
from calculations with pla11e wave ba>is sets , which are becoming more and
more common owing to their capability of y ielding results with high accuracy. Therefore we have d e" eloped a new population analysis scheme that is
basically in the spirit of Mulliken 's population analysis but is a.pplicable to
wavefunctions ex pru1ded with a plane wave basis set .
Using this scheme, we have discussed the adequacy of th e Bly holder model
for the chemisorption of CO on transition metal surfaces, whi ch has been
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recently cpt<'R tioned by sewral studies. Fo r th at purpose the CO/ P t( lll )
sy&lem has been st udi ed as an exampl . T hough m1 extended Hiickel calculat ion , wh ir h is of 1·mi-em pirical nat nrc, suggested that t he .fa orbital a lso
pl ays a role in the bondi ng in addi tion to th e 5a and 211 . our a b ini tio cal<:ttlations c:om bin <'d wit h th e new pop ul at ion analy is scheme ha1·e reYea led
th ~tt on ly th e 5a and 211 ar ' inYoh·ed itt th e bonding t hrmt gh the 5a donat ion and 211 backclona tiou,. uppor t iug t ltc DlyholciE'r model. Our calcula tions
have demonstrated th e cx.is t('Jtce of one-e ler trou states which a ppear to be describ cl by th , a tomic orbitals of Cor 0 better than by the molecular orbitals
of CO , as was obscJ'I'ecl by a rece nt X-ray em is. ion spec t roscopy E'xperimen t.
Alth ouglt this sugg<'sts tl!id a n a tomic-o rbi tal-based model might be needed
to describ e uch incli1·idu al one-elect ron states , the results of our popul a tion
a nalysis ntc•ntioncd a b on~ ha1·e definitel y indica ted th a t the Blyholcl er model,
which is a rnolcC'tt! ar-orbil al-bMcd model when ' ouly lwo molecul ar orbi tals
a rc in,·olw d , pro,·id t•s a n acc urat e and at th e sl\me time sim ple pict ure to
cl esc ribr t lw c-IH•tniso rption m echanism.
\\'c have ;tlso st udi<•d t.he X/ Si( lOO ) snrfaces wi t h X representing H, Cl , Br
or I by mrans f OFT-LOA tot al l'Jte.rgy calcu lations a nd th e new popula tion
a nalysis sc·hcm c. We bave considered two kinds of the surfaces iuvoh·ing SiX2
species on th em to gain in sights into thermally actinttccl etching proces cs in
whicl1 th e Jih alicl e spl'cics arc <lllloug t he ma.iu proclu ·ts. One is a 3 x 1 surface
con is ling of altern at in g Si...'\ 2 monomers and SiX climers, and th e other is a
2x l surfacP with a lower coYer age of th adsorbates th a n the 3xl surface so
th a t i t is :free from stru tura l strain induced by the interaclsorba te repulsions
even if th e adsorba tes a re large atoms such as Br and I. By examining th e
desorption energies of the SiX2 tuti.ts from both ty pes of t he surfaces a nd
t he tot al overlap populations witb respect to th e bouding between the units
a nd th e substra te, it has bee n revealed th a t the de orption energies can be
affe ·ted by the presence of the adsorbat es mainly through the following two
factors: (1) th e weakening of the back bonds through reduction in th eir bond
charges induced by the adsorba tes, and (2) the interatomic repulsion between
the adsorbat es. The factor (1 ) becomes significant in case t he adsorba tes a re
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electronegatiYe elements suc.h as Cl ;mel Br. Th e factor (2) ma nife ts it.srl f
when t he ad. orbates a rc laJ·ge-sizecl clement s and /or their coveragt> is high .
The availa ble experimental data on th rm al d e. or pti on from th e X/Si( lOO)
surfaces has been int erpreted consistently by t a kin g accoun t of both factors .
A st rong correlation betwceu the tota.l oYerl ap p opu lat ions (associated wit h
t he bonding between th e SiX 2 Rnd th e surface) a nd th e deso rption ene rgi ~s
of SiX2 has brcn found , which . uggcsts th a t th e present popula tion a nalysis
sch eme can serve as a u interpretational tool for desorptiou encrgiE's obta ined
by total en ergy ca lculations t ha t is exp E'c tecl to pro, ·id c insight s int o, e.g.,
pho to-indu ced etching processes.
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Appendix A
A review of the development
of the DFT-LDA approach to
surfaces
In thi. appendix we giYe a. brief reYic11· of the d<)vdopmcnt of OFT-LOA
calculations for surfa<·es. The application of th OFT-LOA sc heme to Rolid
surfaces began witl1 work by Lang and Kobn [102, 103, 10-l] . In tl1is work , the
semi-i11fiuite array of nuclei (or ions) composing the surface was n·placed by a
uniform (jellium) background to make calculations tnlt·table. Dy dealing wit.ll
such an extended surface rather than a cluster the role of t he sp electrons of
metals, which are expected to l)e rather deloca li zed, could be studied. This
approach was applied to clean surfaces [102, 103] as well as surfaces with
adsorbates [10-lj, where the adsorbate layer was also replaced by a uniform
background with its charge density different from that for the surface. In
order to in corporate effects of the presence of a discrete lattice, they adopted
a perturbation treatment [105]. For quant.itati,·e discussions , however , a
nonperturbative treatment, i. e., taking full account of the lattice potential ,
was obviously needed.
Pioneering work along these lines was clone by two groups, Appelbaum
et aL for Na( 100) [41], and Alldredge et al. for Li(lOO) [106, 42]. The approaches taken by these groups are co.rnmon in t hat: (1) the wavefunctions
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a re expm1decl with a basis set consisting of two-dimensional plane waves to
accou nt for the t.ran slat ional symmetry in the dil·ectiou parallel to the surfac<"', and (2) th e nu t lei and core ckclrons of each atom were replaced by
a pscnd opotcntial rq res nting the electron-ion interaction . Appelbaum et
al. took the snrface lo b e semi-infinite in the direction p erpend icular t o
1he surface. They obtaiJI(•d t.be wavefun tions by numeriC<\] int egrations in
the surfar. · normal direct ion in the region of the vacu um <Uld a few surface
layers , aftc·r whith they were match ed to wavefunctions with bulk behaYior.
Alldredge et al. , on the other hand , approximated the surface with a slab
with finite th ickness. In urclt-r to make th e system periodic in all the three
directions, th e slab with a \'f\.Cuum region was p<'rioclically n~ p eat ed , where
t II<.' n\t'U 11111 region was takC'n to be sufficien tly la rge to avoid the art ifi cial i.ntt•raction bl'lwccn n<'ighboriug slabs. They· then ex panded the wa1·efu nctions
in terms of siu e and cosi ne fnu ct ions (multiplied by two-dim eJlsiona l plane
waves) th at arc coustrai.u ed to be zero in t he mid-point of the 1·acuum region
between nt'ighborin g slabs . H w wr , th is constraint is physiu tlly unnecessa l-y, beca usr the IY<ll·cfun ctions wou ld ha1·e to decay in the Yacuum region
C'I'C•n with out tllis reqn.irt' I11C' nt. \\' ith out t his req11irement , ca lculations can
be mad<' eompkt (']y eq ui va lent t.o bulk calculations in that wavefunct ions
<·mt be expanded iu terms of three-dimensional plM1e waws. In calculations
by Srh liitc r ct al. for Si( lll) lxl and 2xl surfaces [43 , H], a set of threedimensional plane "·ayes was used as a basis set to expand wawfuu ctious.
The <' ll ~ rg-y cutoff of the plnnc waves was 2.7 Ry, and add iti onal pl nne waves
up to au energy cutoff of GIly were included in a perturbati1·e way. The use of
periodically placed slabs . pseudopotentials and a (t hree-dimensional) plane
wave basis s t has now b ecome one of the most common way of studying
electronic structures of both clean and adsorbate-covered su rfaces.
Most OFT-LOA calculat ions in the 1970's, including th e work mentioned
above, fo cused on electronic tru ct ures and not on structural propert.ies such
as the equilibrium st rnctnres and phonon frequellcies. However, accurate
calculat ions of such structural prop erlies would have been qui te valuable,
esp ecial.ly for studies of solid surfnce , du e to the fact that surfaces often ex-
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hibi t complicated reconstru ctions nnd th at elucidating surface structu res has
been one of the most act i1·e fields of. urfac(' science. Th e ca pahilit:-· of OFTLOA calcu lntions to accurMe ly reprodnce and predict s tructmnl prop rlies
that has bee11 wdl documPnted is largely ind ebted to th development of ab
ini tio pseudopotenti<tls. They m·e genPrated based only lipon ab in itio atm uic
calculations and do not rely on any experimenta l data. Before lh e a<h·e nt of
ab initio pseuclopotentials, empirical pseudopotent.ials that w('rc determin ed
so as to fit experimental . pectra for atoms or bH lk solid s had b0en made usc
of [107], and it was known that th ey did not work w •11 in calcul ating strnctma.l properties. For instance, vVend el et a l. cnlculatcd the total eneJ·gy of
crystallin e Si as a fun ction or the atom ic displa cements with the OFT- LDA
scheme and found that the calcHi ated equilibrium la tt ice const.a nt was 4.7
A, which is too short compnrecl to the ex perimen tal valu e of 5.43 A [108].
They a.t.tributcd the discn' p<UI\'y to t hc empiri r·al p~c ud opotential t.hry used.
Harris et al. [109] and Zunger tal. [llO , lll] de,·cloprd Sdicmcs of g•'Iwrating non empirical pscuclopotcutials from ab inj t.io cttomic calcu lnt ious. \\.ith
such pscuclopotent ia.ls, struct ural prop <:'rties of crystallin e Si were hhown to
be reproduced mH ch bett:cr t.hml wit h empir ical ones [11 2, 113].
Hamann , Schhiter a:ncl Chian g (HSC) then camr up wi th ab iuitio normconserving pseudopo tcnti ab [32]. The nonn -conscrn1.tion requiT mcnt leads
to a signifi cantly imprm·ed tnmsjemb'ili ty of th e pscud opotC'ntials among a ,·ariety of c.l1emical en,·ironments, as described in Subsec. 2.1.2. In calculat ions
by Yin and Cohen for crystalline Si with the HS C pseudopotcnti aJ , the solidsolid phase transformat ion and lattice dynamics (i.e. phonon frequ encies)
as well as static stru ctural properti es were reprod uced in good agreement
with experiments [27, ll4 , ll5]. They also applied the same ca lcu lational
technique to cl ean Si( 100) 2 x 1 surfaces, for which geometrical optimizations
were performed by calculating the Hellma.nn-Fey mmu1 forces acted upon each
atom in the system and a stru ctme consisting of buckl ed dimers was determined to b e the most stable structure [116]. The success of these calcul ations
defin itely showed that DFT-LOA first-principles calculations with ah initio
norm-conservil1g pseudopoteutia.ls had become a very powe1·ful tool in pre-
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dieting Yarious properties of bulk solids as well as surfaces.
With the progress of massively parallel computers and efficient. computationa l schemes [2 , 29, 6] , OFT-LOA calculations >lre no\\· capable of dealing
with surfaces with large unit cells. For the Si( 111 ) 7x7 reconstructed surface,
for in stance, the equilibrium st t'ucture [117 , 11 8] as well as phonon spectra
[11 9] were obtained in good agreement with e.xperimen ts. Ab initio molecular dyn11mics simulation s, in wbirh the forces exerted upon the atoms are
cnlcul at.ed fr om first principles in contra. t to classical molecular dynamics
simul ations, have also been made possible. \\"it.h lhis approach, De Vita et
fll. studied dissociative adsorption processes of Cb molecules in cident upon
th e Si(111) 2x1 surface [120, 121 , 122].
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